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Abstract Large text corpora are indispensable for natural language processing. How-
ever, in various fields such as literature and humanities, many documents to be studied
are only scanned to images, but not converted to text data. Optical character recog-
nition (OCR) is a technology to convert scanned document images into text data.
However, OCR often misrecognizes characters due to the low quality of the scanned
document images, which is a crucial factor that degrades the quality of constructed
text corpora. This paper works on corpus construction for historical newspapers. We
present a corpus construction method based on a pipeline of image processing, OCR,
and filtering. To improve the quality, we further propose to integrate OCR error cor-
rection. To this end, we manually construct an OCR error correction dataset in the
historical newspaper domain, propose methods to improve a neural OCR correction
model and compare various OCR error correction models. We evaluate our corpus
construction method on the accuracy of extracting articles of a specific topic to con-
struct a historical newspaper corpus. As a result, our method improves the article
extraction F-score by 1.7% via OCR error correction comparing to previous work.
This verifies the effectiveness of OCR error correction for corpus construction.

Keywords OCR error correction · historical newspapers · corpus construction ·
public meeting

1 Introduction

Large-scale text corpora are essential for natural language processing (NLP). Most
existing corpora are created from text that has already been digitized. For instance,
the benchmark syntactic parsing dataset Penn Treebank (Marcus et al, 1993) is created
by labelling part-of-speech tags and syntactic information on the digitized text from
the Wall Street Journal newspapers. The parallel corpus Europarl (Koehn, 2005) that
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has been used for shared tasks in the conference on machine translation (Barrault
et al, 2019), is created by aligning parallel sentences from the digitized multilingual
European Parliament data.

However, in various fields including literature, humanities, and engineering draw-
ing digitization (Moreno-Garcı́a et al, 2019; Moreno-Garcı́a and Elyan, 2019), many
materials to be studied are not digitized, which are stored in a physical medium such
as papers or just scanned to images but not transcribed into text. By digitizing and
transcribing such materials into text, and structuring them via extracting specific top-
ics, we can apply many NLP techniques to analyzing them automatically. In these
research fields, digitization, text transcription, and structuring can significantly in-
crease the value of the original materials. Therefore, corpus construction for these
fields is very important.

Optical character recognition (OCR) is the technology for converting scanned
images to text data. In general, OCR is implemented by character delimiter recogni-
tion, size normalization, feature extraction, and character classification (Smith, 2007).
OCR is indispensable for constructing corpora in literature, humanities, and engi-
neering drawing digitization fields. However, OCR often makes errors when the doc-
ument images have defects due to, e.g., dirt and damage (Chiron et al, 2017). OCR
errors may significantly decrease the quality of the constructed corpus. In particular,
historical documents may suffer from severe OCR errors due to immature printing
technologies and deterioration of media; therefore, automatic OCR error correction
is crucial to improve the quality of the corpus.

In this paper, we work on corpus construction based on the historical newspaper
database Trove (Cassidy, 2016; Sherratt, 2021)12 and target “public meeting” articles
in Australian historical newspapers (Fujikawa, 1990). Public meetings were the main
pillar of public opinion formation for Western Europe, spanning 120 years from the
19th to 20th century (Fujikawa, 1990). Note that our targeted “public meeting” arti-
cles in this paper are the ones in the “advertisement” pages not the ones in the main
news pages. We do appreciate that Trove has already provided the page boundary of
advertisements in their database in the formats of both PDF files and OCRed text,
but unfortunately the boundaries for individual articles including “public meeting”
articles in advertisement pages are unavailable. We start our work from the available
advertisement pages provided by Trove.

The knowledge obtained from “public meeting” articles is important for under-
standing Australian history, and it is expected that analysis of long-running “pub-
lic meeting” articles will provide new insights in Australian history. In our previous
study (Tanaka et al, 2020), we proposed a method to construct a “public meeting”
domain corpus from Trove. However, OCR errors significantly affected the corpus
construction accuracy and the effective use of the corpus. To address OCR errors,
this paper extends our previous study by improving the corpus construction method
integrating OCR error correction.

1 https://trove.nla.gov.au
2 Trove is an online library database service maintained by the Australian government, which covers

major Australian daily newspapers and local newspapers.

https://trove.nla.gov.au
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To this end, firstly, we build an OCR error correction dataset for historical news-
papers, especially in the “public meeting” domain. Our OCR error correction dataset
consists of OCRed text and manually corrected text correspondingly. Our dataset pro-
vides knowledge on wording and typical failures especially due to immature printing
technologies and deteriorated printing of historical newspapers. We conduct OCR er-
ror correction experiments, comparing one statistical and two neural network (NN)-
based models (i.e., a neural machine translation (NMT)-based model and a semi-
supervised NN-based model) on our dataset. For the semi-supervised NN-based model,
we propose fine-tuning a model pretrained on a news domain dataset on our dataset,
which improve word error rate (WER) and character error rate (CER) by 8.63% and
3.26%, respectively. In addition, we propose reranking with language models and
dictionary match scores, which further improves OCR error correction for proper
nouns. We also demonstrate that the statistical model performs better than the NN-
based models, which reduces WER and CER by 23.43% and 9.07%, respectively,
compared to vanilla OCR.

Secondly, we present a corpus construction method based on a pipeline of image
processing, OCR, and filtering following Tanaka et al (2020) but with novel integra-
tion of OCR error correction. We first identify the rule lines in advertisement page
images and trim the images into articles. Next, we apply OCR to the trimmed arti-
cles. Then, we use our best OCR error correction model for the OCRed text. Finally,
we extract the articles with specific topic words by filtering. Evaluation conducted on
manually annotated ground-truth “public meeting” articles indicates that our method
achieves a F-score of 68.7% with a high recall of 93.7%, whose F-score is 1.7% im-
proved via OCR error correction comparing to the best performance of (Tanaka et al,
2020). In addition, our method can extract 15.9% more articles without excess and
deficiency, compared to a baseline that is based on linguistic features to identify be-
ginning and ending sentences of “public meeting” articles from the OCRed text of the
entire advertisement pages provided by Trove. We will release our OCR error correc-
tion dataset, corpus construction toolkit, and the constructed corpus upon acceptance.
The contributions of this paper are as follows:

– We create an OCR error correction dataset in the “public meeting” domain. We
further propose fine-tuning on our dataset, and reranking with language models
and dictionary match scores to improve a semi-supervised NN-based OCR er-
ror correction model and compare it with one statistical and another NN-based
model.

– We integrate OCR error correction to our previous “public meeting” corpus con-
struction method, and verify the effectiveness of it.

– Although experiments are conducted on the “public meeting” domain only, our
OCR error correction construction method and models can be easily applied to
other domains, and our corpus construction method is general enough to be ap-
plied to any historical newspapers data.

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. We first present related work
in Section 2. After presenting our OCR error correction dataset and models in Section
3, we introduce our corpus construction method with OCR error correction in Section
4. Next, we describe the experimental settings for OCR error correction and corpus
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construction in Section 5 and discuss the results in Section 6. Finally, we conclude
this paper in Section 7.

2 Related Work

2.1 OCR Error Correction Methods

There are two types of OCR error correction methods, i.e., supervised ones (Kolak
and Resnik, 2002; Kolak et al, 2003; Yamazoe et al, 2011) and unsupervised ones
(Lund et al, 2013; Dong and Smith, 2018). Although the unsupervised methods are
being improved to an accuracy that is near to supervised methods, supervised meth-
ods still outperform unsupervised methods (Dong and Smith, 2018). Therefore, we
create a dataset for supervised and semi-supervised OCR error correction modeling,
improve OCR error correction models based on it, and apply OCR error correction
trained on our dataset to the corpus construction system.

2.2 OCR Error Correction for Historical Documents

There are many studies aimed at OCR error correction for historical documents (Ko-
lak and Resnik, 2002; Kolak et al, 2003; Yamazoe et al, 2011). In particular, his-
torical documents are difficult to perform OCR due to the underdeveloped printing
technology and paper degradation. For this reason, there can be many OCR errors,
making error correction more difficult. Barbaresi (2016) compared many morpho-
logical analysis systems for OCR error detection for German newspapers. Afli et al
(2016) proposed to adopt statistical machine translation (SMT) to OCR error correc-
tion for historical documents and WER was reduced by 2.9% compared to vanilla
OCRed text. Eger et al (2016) compared different character-level translation mod-
els for spelling error correction. Xu and Smith (2017) proposed duplication passage
detection and a consensus decoding method. Dong and Smith (2018) presented an
unsupervised OCR error correction model based on NMT. In this paper, we compare
SMT and our improved NN-based methods for OCR error correction on our dataset.
Lyu et al (2021) proposed a convolutional NN encoder with a recurrent NN (RNN)
decoder for OCR error correction.

Klein and Kopel (2002) presented a post-processing system based on statistical
information and dictionaries. Richter et al (2018) proposed a post-processing tool.
The tool suggests multiple correction word candidates for an incorrect word, and
annotators can select a suitable candidate as the correction word. As a result of an-
notation using the tool, they achieved 6.3% improvement in WER compared to the
OCRed text. OCR post-processing also has been studied for other languages, includ-
ing Arabic (Trad and Doush, 2016) and French (Afli et al, 2015). We leave OCR
post-processing as one of our future work.
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2.3 Historical Corpus Construction

Several studies on corpus construction for historical documents have been conducted.
Davies (2012) built an American English historical corpus. They collected text from
magazines, newspapers, and books from 1810 to 2000. They further lemmatized and
labeled part-of-speech (POS) tags on the corpus. Rögnvaldsson et al (2012) built an
Icelandic parsed historical document corpus. They collected text from the 12th to
the 21st century and annotated them for parsing using the same schema as the Penn
Treebank (Marcus et al, 1993). Sánchez-Martı́nez et al (2013) built a Spanish histor-
ical corpus. They collected text from prose, theatre, and verse from 1481 to 1748,
lemmatized them, and labeled POS tags. Neudecker (2016) built a corpus for named
entity recognition from historical newspapers in French, Dutch, and German. They
annotated named entity tags for the Europeana Newspaper from the 17th to the 20th
century using the INL Attestation Tool.3 Cassidy (2016) built an Australian histor-
ical newspaper corpus and published it on a website called Trove. They converted
newspapers from the 19th century to the 21st century into text data using OCR. We
construct our corpus based on Trove. Different from (Cassidy, 2016) and other pre-
vious studies, we extend our previous method (Tanaka et al, 2020) to extract articles
with the specific topic of “public meeting” from Trove with OCR error correction.

3 OCR Error Correction

3.1 Dataset

3.1.1 Annotation

We used the advertisement pages crawled from Trove, and the targeted articles were
the ones containing the key phrase “public meeting.” We searched the key phrase
“public meeting” on Trove and narrowed our search range to advertisement pages
only to get the advertisement page IDs. There were 407, 756 advertisement pages
including the key phrase “public meeting” in Trove. Figure 1 shows an screenshot of
the Trove search interface to get the “public meeting” advertisement pages. Next, we
obtained the advertisement page PDF data through the API provided by Trove with
the advertisement page IDs.

We first manually sampled 5 advertisement pages from 1838 to 1954 each year
in Trove, which include the “public meeting” articles. We used the OCRed text pro-
vided by Trove. An advertisement page may contain multiple “public meeting” arti-
cles. As a result, we obtained 719 “public meeting” articles (including 13, 543 lines).
Note that volunteers are correcting a part of the OCRed text in the Trove database as
well (Evershed and Fitch, 2014). However, we wanted to create a “public meeting”
domain-specific OCR error correction corpus in this paper, and thus we sampled the
“public meeting” articles and annotated them by ourselves.

The OCRed text has many errors because the newspaper medium (i.e. paper)
is smeared or deteriorated before scanning. This imposes a particular challenge for

3 https://github.com/INL/AttestationTool

https://github.com/INL/AttestationTool
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Fig. 1 The Trove search interface to get the “public meeting” advertisement pages.

proper nouns, such as person and place names in the articles. Because proper nouns
are barely inferred from the context, whereas they are crucial for historical analysis.
Therefore, we asked an expert of Australian history to manually correct all OCR
errors including person and place names. Specifically, under the expert’s supervision,
5 students who major in British history annotated the 719 “public meeting” articles by
comparing the OCRed text and the original advertisement pages so that they identified
OCR errors and corrected them accordingly.4 The expert then checked the corrected
text to ensure the quality.

3.1.2 Statistics

We divided the annotated dataset into 577, 71, and 71 articles for training, valida-
tion, and testing, respectively. Table 1 shows the statistics. WER is calculated for the

4 Note that due to the large number (i.e., 407, 756) of overall advertisement pages including “public
meeting” articles, it is almost impossible to either digitize all of them or correct the OCR errors in all of
them manually.
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Articles Lines Tokens Characters WER(%) CER(%)

Train 577 11, 575 70, 914 337, 896 26.50 9.82
Valid 71 1, 227 6, 881 33, 462 25.49 9.66
Test 71 1, 389 8, 528 40, 319 26.57 9.68

Table 1 Statistics of our dataset for the training, validation, and testing splits.

Fig. 2 Average number of lines in an article per year
in the annotated OCR error correction dataset.

Fig. 3 Average WER in a single article per year in
the annotated OCR error correction dataset.

OCRed text against the corrected text as:

WER = (C + I +D)/N,

where C, I , and D are the numbers of words corrected, inserted, and removed dur-
ing the manual annotation; N is the number of words in the corrected text. CER is
calculated in the same way as WER but on characters. Figures 2 and 3 show the av-
erage number of lines and the average WER in the articles over the respective year.
Although the number of annotated samples per year is small, we would say that there
are some trends in WER and the number of lines in a single article: WER increases
until 1910’s, and then decreases; the number of lines seems to keep decreasing over
time, and this could be because of changes in the design of articles. Figure 4 shows
some examples of “public meeting” articles in 1840, 1881, and 1938. We can see that
a newer article has less lines. In addition, a newer article uses more diversified fonts,
and important information is printed with larger characters, which can affect OCR
errors.

3.2 Models

We compare one statistical and two NN-based models (an NMT-based model and
a semi-supervised NN-based model) on our dataset for our corpus construction task.
For the semi-supervised NN-based model, we further propose fine-tuning and rerank-
ing.
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the most interesting proofs of the gonuihe-
ness of the MS. as a relic of the fourth

'

century is the fact that it contains some
of the inaccuracies which are known to
have crept into the text by the time of

the fourth century. Teschendorf himself
! points out this, in reference to an objec-

tion made by Porphyry.
1 This early

"opponent of Christianity' cast up: to the
£ followers of Christ the ignorance of the

Evangelist Matthew for inserting the

name of Isaiah in chapv xiii. 35. '-Jerome

replied that persons acquainted with the

subject knew' tbat'vtbe :;name of Isaiah
should he renioved.' 'Now, it appears,
according to Tischendof,: that of all MSS.

,
a -thousand years old not one contains the

Jnaine of Isaiah, in thei passage referred

! to;
but the Sinaitic. "With such'peculiar

'

and one-sided principles of criticism; no

-wonder'Mr'Sulwland's/'llhistratioare
comically grotesqiie.''

How the initiated
at Moore College and at St. Paul's must

laugh in their sleeve at the colossal pro
fessions and ludicrous performances of
our PanrPreshyterian scholar !— Adv.
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For the week .ending August 31st.

From'W. Hall, .110 Sussex Street.

Wlieat, per buslicl, 4s. 7ct.'tq os. Id.'1; Maize, per
"bushel/ 3s. to 3s". 6d.

; Potatoes,'' per1 cwt., 3s. (id.

!to 4s.
; Onions,' per cwt., 10s.- to J 8s.

; Flour, per
owt.llsi; to ; 12s. (Butter, per jib., lld.-ito Is.-;

.Bacon,- per lb.,, 3d. to 6d. ; .Eggs,' per dozen,
TOd. to Is, ;. Pigs, each, ;15s. to 20s. : Calves,
each, 7s. Gd. to. 10s.

; Fowls, per couple, 2s. 9d.
to 3s. Gd. ; Ducks, per couple, 4s. to 5s. ; Turkeys,
per couple,' 6s. .to 10s.

;' Geese,' per couple, 5s. Gd.
to 7s.

; From.W.' C. Robinson; 11 King Street;
1

Sugar (colonial); per ton;
: £26 to £34

;
Flour

per ton, £11 10s.;. to :£13 10s.
i ;; Hay :

(lucerne),
per ton, £2 '.10s., to £3. 15s.;; 'Hay .'(oaten), per
ton, £3 10s. to/ £5 10s.

; Potatoes, per ton, £3
10s., to £5 10s.

';
.Wheat pcr;bushel;4s'f)d'. to'os.;

Maize, per bushel; 2s. 8d. to 2si !10d.
; Cape Bar

ley, per bnshol,;&s.'<3d. to' 2s; 9d;
; Oatsi(feed),

per bushel, 3s. 3d. to ;3s. Gd.
; ;Oats (seed), 3s. to

:3s. 3d. ;
Tobacco Leaf, per lb., 2d.,to 6d.

; ..Bacon,
per lbj, 2d. -to Gd". ;.Pigs (alive), per' lb., 3d. to

'.SJd;';'. Hides, per lb.',1 3|d.' to '4d; Butter, 'per lb.,
Is. 3d. to Is. Gd.

( Cheese; per lb., 4d.!:to 8d.
;

' Fowls, per pair, 8s. 6d.'to 4s'. ; Ducks; per pair,
:.4s.:- Gd. to: 5s. Gd. ;,.Geese, .per pair, -,5s. to :7s. ;

Turkeys, per pair, Gs. to 12s. ;, Eggs, per doz.,
9d. to lOd.

, ..

(
Department of Mines,

!'

Sydney, 23rd August, 1881.

NOTICE (TO APPLICANTS .FOR GOLD-
: MININ G.' LEASES.

'

;

fllHE Lessees of. the undermentioned , Gold-
.1 JL i mining Leases are hereby, balled upoli to stow
oauso, within, thirty days- from this'date, why their

'
leases Bhould not be;cahcelle'd, for' non-observanoo

-of the conditions thoroby imposed.- . 'i
= i / >

; . F.B.SUTl'OR.

'Peel and Uealla andHunter and Maoleay
l'-' ' mining' districts.'.,' -i:i.

i !;No.. 32?11 D..;M.j Daly., and .others,:. Portion
No.. 10 ,gl,; County of. Gloucester; Parish of Bin-

i dera, area 8. acres, Date .of, Lease 20 May, 1878.,
New England and. Claeenoe! Mining District.

;
N o. 147, J. 0. 'Hansen and another, Portion No.

-'239, 'County ofj'Bullor,' parish of -Boorook,' area 3

acre8,:Date'of:Leaso.9 April, 1880. .. .

:

Hunter and Maoleay Mining District.

No, 429, -R.M'Nicoll, .Portion 'Nn. 442 gl,

County of Gloucester, parish of 'Bindera area, 2

ac., Date. of Lease, 28 September, 1880.
",

mi:
Department of Mines,

Sydney, 23rd August, 1881.

NOTIOE TO APPLICANTS FOR MINERAL
/

.. LEASES.

TVTOTIOE is hereby given that unless the Lessees
: lN" execute and; take delivery of the undermen-

.tioned ; Mineral .Leases within thirty days; from
this date, theywill be declared. void.,

F. B. SUTIOR.
No. 970, Clifford Wilson and others, Portion

'..No. 63, County of Gough, parish of Tent' Hill,
area 20 ao.| Application No. Veg. Creek 396. No.

i 972, W. B. Henderson, Portion No. 165, County
;

of Gough, parish of Highland Home, area 20 ac.,
. Application No. Yeg. Creek 405.

EDWIN ROBBINS,
Physical Medium.

and

VITAL MAGNETIC HEALER,
corner op

PITT AND PARK STREETS,
Under Y. .M. 0. A.

Seances held during the week:
TUESDAY, at 8 o'clock. p.m. Admission Is.

THURSDAY, (select) do.
„

'

2s. 6d.
'SATURDAY, do.

„ Is.

Testimonials can be'seen on application.

Consultation hours from 10 till 1 &from 2 till 5

Nature's chief restorer of impaired Yital energy.
By this mysterious Gift of God to man, the most

shattered constitution can be built up in 3 weeks,
,

acute cases cured in a few minutes. All pangs
arid pains instantly disappearing ., and health

J

restored,
'

1

WSlEBHraffl.

Randwick Races,
: 3rd, 6tii, 8tii, and 10th SEPTEMBER, 1881.

For the convenience, of persons attending
; the above,' RETURN .TICKETS at excursion
faros, will bo ISSUED to SYDNEY as'fol-
lows : —

From distances over 40 'miles, on
'

and from

FRIDAY,' the 2nd; up to SATURDAY MOR

NING, the lOtli September, available- for re

turn up to the 12th September.
.

"

r From distances under 40 miles by the up
morning trains, on the days.of the Races only,
i;e. on the 3rd, 6th, 8th, and 10th September,
available -for. return' -on date of issue only."

Racehorses will be conveyed at Single
Fares for the double journey.

'

CHAS. A. GOODCHAP,
Commissioner- for Railways.

Department of Public Works, Railway Branch,

Sydney, 29th August, 1881.

idir,. o\

The Unrivalled Physiognomist,

HAVING had a great success ill his series of
; , ten illustrated. lectures. on .Physiognomy

at the Temperance. Hall, Pitt-streot, by request;
ho will repeat his Course of valuable; Loctures,
at Temperance Hall, Tuesday evening, September
6th','on; the Human Face, continuing on Forms
and Features of Man on Sept. 7, Walking, Laugh
ing, Sept. 8, continuing on- other departments of
Physiognomy on Sopt. 9, 13, 14, 16, 17, 20, and
21'. Admission "Is. and' 2s.

';
course 'tickets,' 5s.

and 10s. Hundreds of portraits -in oil may he
seen' bach evening of the lectures, and are free to

: visitors daily.' .Tho Pictorial World, London,
..says:— Dr. Simms is, known as, a ; most skilled

practical Physiognomist." The Monetary and

Mining Gazette, London, says':— "Dr. Simms
is tho most able .and the most popular exponent
of physiognomy amongliving mon."- ; The Lancet,'

'London, ; says
" It ; cannot ; bo \ denied that the

subject is of importance. Shrewd observations on

the part of tho .author." The Rock, a. religious
paper, London, Bays':'—" Will amuse, instruct, and;

enlighten, the mind and purify the affections."

PHYSIOGNOMICAL CHARTS.— Daily dur
ing the Lecture Course Dr. Simms, will be in wait

ing at- the comfortable private ante-room of tho

Temperance' Hall, in order"to supply the public
with hiB large .Physiognomical Charts, 240 pp.,
accurately , markedr to -indicate tho Intellectual,
Soeial and .Moral, traits of applicants,: their stdte
of health, theoccupationa for which nature has

adapted them, and the' character. of persons they
should 'choose for a life 'companion. Thousands

-of men and 'women- in Groat Britain and America
larejito-day,; reaping the benefits of a consultation
with-Dr. Simms. To follow his professional ad

vice, communicated orally, and by means" of his

Charts, is.'to pursue tho path of virtue,. happiness,
and worldly success.

Galf Vaccination

Daily from 9 to 5.

" Dr. McMURDO,

137 PHILLIP STREET.

Dr. McM. being about to return

to New Zealand in a few days

requests his Patients to apply

without delay.

CAUTION TO THE PUBLIC.

nnHE unscrupulous copying of tho names of our

_L place of business by other houses, compels
us to isBue this caution, both for the

protection' of
tho public and of ourselves.. By using such terms
as

" The Palace," the "

Emporium," and the like,

inn attempt is made to withdraw the minds of the

public from the groat fact, that' the Palace Em

porium is the only and original establishment with
that name, and our only addresB is the Palace
Emporium, Haymarket (only).

(Signed)
ANTHONY HORDE RN and SONS,

Palace Emporium',
I Haymarket (only).

SING HING PING L CO., 5;

Cabinet Workers, Joiners, &e;,
273 SUSSEX STREET,

SYDNEY. f

J. MASS1Y «te eoi®',, ;

importers of y

PIANOS AND AMERICAN ORGANS,
io PARK STREET, SYDNEY.

The Best and Cheapest in the Colony.

COWELL & BOOTLE,
G?oaJ aii FhgI. Eorelka&ts,

STEAM SAW MILLS,
'

Harbour Street, Darling Harbour.

Branch Establishment — FACTORY STREET.

Every description of fuol always on hand at

lowest. rates.
,

«'

WOOD OUT FOR THE TRADE''

i .n ... i : i ; :
. '! J'-ni .:

Orders by Post' Promptly ' Attended to.

Your Patronage Respectfully Requested.

BOARDING ESTABLISHMENT
FOR FAMILIES AND SINGLE GENTLEMEN.

.MRS. MACLARDY,
No. 141 Prlrices-st., Church Ilill, near St. Philip's Churoli.

References kindly allowed to the Rev. d. K.McIntyre,
185 Albion-street, Surry Hills.

Sunlight and Heat;
(Preliminary Notice.)

THEIR
constitution, functions, arid modes1 of

propagation ; with a critical, arialysis1' of
'Proctor's sensation Astronomy, as expressed
'in his late lectures. The work contains .quite new

information upon the subjects of ...LIGHT and

HEAT, and the. only theorios yet introduced
which harmonise all the Phenomena of LIGHT
and LIFE.

By. JOHN GILES, author of "The Divine
History of Creationl"

'

THE-DIVINE HISTORY OF CREATION,
price Is., Post Is; 2d. A purely scientific

treatise setting forth the miraculous accuracy
of. the Genesis of: Scripture : also a counterblast
to the corrupting tendencies of the modern
sensation scientist. For sale at Protestant
Standard Office.

, Mouumeiital Marble Works.
MONUMENTS j, KERBSTONES

and
: . Tr and

HEADSTONES,; JL. RAILINGS;-.
IN MARBLE, Designs forwarded

GRANITE » at;rcquest.

FREESTONE 111 f ir CUNNINGHAM
||'.

"Si Margaret- St.,V Abliib, u
—

I U Wyiiyiii'il Square.

CMAKiES SA0WSE8S,
Dispensing'

chemist, dentist and

APOTHECARY, Importer of Pure Drugs
and Obcmicals. Dispense for Lodges on the most
reasonable terms.

6 8 9
, G E 0 R GE STREET, SOUTH.

Opposite A. Horderh & Sons, -Haymarket.
No connection Willi any Gheinist of siinilnr Tinmo.

Mr. JAMES LUGG,

Et E n i m „

43 BLIGH STREET,
One door from Hunter-street,

SYDNEY..

Hours of attendance from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.

NOTICE - TO THE GENERAL PUBLIC.

C. H. DEGNER, M.D.,
SURGEON, ACCOUCHEUR, &o.,

1SURDEKIN SQUARE,

Crown. Street, Woollooinooloo,
(Four doors from the Sydney Steam Laundry.)

Mr. J- Grozier-Durliam,
Licentiate of Medicine and L.R.C.S.I. Licentiate

of Midwifery, Luhlin.
42 COLLEGE STREET, HYDE PARK.

Advice with Medicine.

Vaccination— Mondays & Fridays from 2 to 3 p.m.
Consultation Hours— 8 to 10a.m., 2 to 3 &6 to 8p.m.

MACCABE.— SCHOOL OF ARTS.
saturday, septrmber 3rd.

First Appearance in Australia of Erigland's renowned'
MIMIO, VENTRILOQUIST, and OHARAOTER

tDELINEATOR, FREDERIC MACCABEIn his original Monologuo entertainment, entitled
'

h "BEGONE DULL CARE," '

a Vocal, Ventriloquial, Musical and Sartorial Melange, inwhich lie will display his marvellous power of changing tho
voice, flguro, and face with rapid changes of picturesque

: costumes, now and original songs, appropriate music, and
appointments.

ENGLAND, IREL A ND, and SCOTLAND has for the lastten years pronounced it to be tlie MOST -MERITORIOUS
AND MARVELLOUS ENTERTAINMENT OF THE AGE.

MACOABE, SATURDAY NEXT, "SEPTEMBER 3nD,
Admission-First seats,' 3s.,(ii:few fauteriils SaAt second

Beats, 3s. ; third seats, 1b. Plan of the hall can be soon
and tiCKots obtained at W. II. Paling's music storo,

: George-street. Doors open at 7'30, commence at 8.

ManaSr -
- - - -:Mr. F. E. Hiscoeks.

Secretary... ....
...

... ... ... ... jIr. j. p. Sutton.

STEAM BEDDING
And Furniture Manufactory.

527 GEORGE STREET, '

ONE TRIAL SOXjICI'X'HID.
Mattresses cleaned and re-iriade by 'steam.

!

Camden Loyal Orange Lodge,
No 8i.

TEA AND PUBLIC MEETING,
will he held at the

School of ArtfSy :

ON FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 9tu,M881.
h : !/.

Pea on tables at 4 p.m. :' i u! ; i

Public meeting at 7 p.m. Tickets. Is. each.
" :

; :

J OHN DAWSON,
:

See.''

THOS. CUMMINGS, W.M.

.. .ORANGE CELEBRATION;
,

'i:.'/ j! r.-: . .

Royal Windsor L.O.L., No. 52,
WILL 'CELEBRATE -THEIR

'

V 12th ANNXVIiiR iABY,
j. BY A

TEA & PUBLIC MEETING,
TO BE HELD IN THE

OHurch of England Schoolroom,
NEW. STREET, WINDSOR,

"

ON
''

Tuesday, September 6th, 1881,

i
;

TEA ON TABLES AT 6 O'CLOCK, „

ADULTS is.-' 63.., CHILDREN under 12, Is.

Tickets may be had. of 0. .M.Mills or any: of the
Committee.

The Public Meeting will be
presided over by the

R.W.G.M. H. Hicks, Esq.
Addresses will he delivered by Ministers and other

Gentlemen.

The surrounding lodges aro cordially invited.

C. M. MILLS, Secretary.

Loyal Orange Benefit Society of

Australasia.

The Grand Lodge of the above Order meets
in the ProteBtant Hall, Castlereagh-street.

Persons desirous of joining the above Order
can obtain all information concerning the work
of the same on application to the undersigned
T. TRILL, W.G.M., 23 Levy-st., Chippendale.
P. FORBES, G. Sec., 39 Ultimo-st.,' Sydney.

Sent Post Free in an Envelope for 6d. Stamps.

THE BOTANIC TREATMENT for all

Nervous Disorders which unfit sufferors
for marriage ; also, Consumption, Chronic Disease
of the Chest, Stomach, Liver and Epilepsy.

Adilrcgg—

R. T. SELBY, M.H., John-st., Waterloo,
SYDNEY.

National Library of Australia http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-page10035864

COATS oCTANDUMES
Are truly an investmient in Smartness -- reason

able in price-and of amazing variety.

Sub Inexpensive! Of the Mode!

Rem'

t

d

W

S f

i...

Value PTailored Coat in piece-dye:coating, sfully lf 1

lined, Black Navy, isi' X.S.S.W., S.S.W., S.W., and L / IIW. fittings.. Easily worth 39/1 .

.

SPECIAL PRICE

L@ioo arkablle Value Faultlessly Tailored Winter

Costume.?
i

I
Black:

and Navy, faint pencil stripe. X.S.S.W., S.S.W., S.W.,
I

and W. fittings. Regular Value 42/.. SPECIAL PRICE ..

,

S t ok into these Window-pane Costumes.
The last

wor in
style. Perfectly.

man-tailored. Assorted shades

of. 39
1

IGrey. X.S, S.S.W., S.W., sd W.

i

u.

o

at
v

.. 1)" , S

WE ACCEPT ALL CASH ORDERS.
~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~.

II
: i'

l'iltI I IIII

i

ll

Radio Series
Arriving in the

next few days

Superb Tone Quality -

Glorious Cabinet Design

Sensational New Features
The new range of Receivers represent the last word in Radio ingenuity, and= aie

'

typical of the Westinghouse designer's versatility and initiative

Watch for announcement of release

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT!
To make room for new stock weare clearing Trade-in Models and superseded stock from... £3 10 0

Terms; to Suit Every Circumstance.

For Deimonstration, Call, Write, or 'Phone.

E . WILKS
&

CO. Pty. Ltd
C.M.L, BUILDING .'.

70
HUNTER ST., NEWCASTLE

'PHONE, N'CLE. 1324.

ELECTION NOTICES
,

VOTE FOR LABOUR UNITY
Meetihg wil bo licd on Friday Nightl the following centres

BELLBIRD: 0O p.m. Speakers, OBessrI. O'Neil, Burko nnd representativo of

Provisionloal Council.

NEATH 1:p.O0 Tpa. O'Neil, Ross; "ilkie;
Burke.

WESTON: ', p.mn. i~Noil, Bolns, McAlpino, cBirko, Varty.v

ABEBRMAIN: 8 p .. O'Noll,' Wilkie, I'ombloton,
McAlpline,.CESSNOCK": 8.11 pmn

Messrn; 'Lloyd Rosi, O'Neil, McAlpino, 'aid representa.
tivo from Pi'dViliooial Colinail.

BRANXTON-GRETA! 7 p ni. Duftino, B. Dixon, Dfuweon:.
S(Authorised by W,3'. Gollini, Campnaiin Directolr,) 8872

STATE ELECTIONS - VOTE LABOUR

:": HAIKINS, R'.Kfi^^
Your e ry Roreisoitnilvoi

l

.will conti nu;:'toa
faitlhfully

req
resei

t;
*'

'.;•
tho

eled tors generally
with

energy ability.

'

::\PUBLIC

MEETING.
TO-NIGHT

p.m., WOLFE AND JIlUNTER
.

SPEAKERS, J.'I<IDD,:F. H. HAWKINS, M.L.A., D. WATKI<NS,, M.HN..

LISTEN IN,' 2HD,::0, 0 TO.NIoHTi'-Sipeaker, M3I. F.- HAWKINS; ML,A,

: ..
ind by S. C. Howell,

Cinpaign'.
or.) ' '',.;"3725'

,

WARATAH STATE ELECTORS'
TVOTE LABOUR1

: CA MERON (Bob)
Your uopuilor will

Mlootings
To niglt n

l

W llki?d'clBnd
Rotlondn

7,15
p.m

,n..tlw

MIpportliog poalkera Iolnyfiol .To 8 p.min,
together

with DI: Wtlkins, Mr,
C.

Wlhite
nd otherX,,V-.

n.o hd n

: ALP. LABOUR.

Aiti?orilsed: u
Jns,,, ,; Smiti, d, Hiniiton ;North,

.
Oimimrni gn or..,

SHIPPING

OASTL AND HUNTJI RIVER
'.STIEAMISHIP CO, LTD.

Expressa and Cargo. Ser'vice
r:To and from Svdney at l, 30t,m,

FROM FROM
NEWOASTLE. SYDNIEY.
Every Nlght,

I
very Night,

Except-

Sunlday,, Except Saturday,
T.SS. HUNT , T.S.S. (IWYDIII,

TO-NIGHT. TO-NIGHT.
Travel by Sea and Save Hotel Expenses.

FARES: let 'Saloon 7/0, Return 12/0,
Berth in Dnok Cabin 3/ extra each way,

2nd Sal6on 8/, Return 7/,
Return Tickets available two months,

From Jan, 21i 1035, to ApriL 30, 1038,

First Saloon Fare will be chalrged 11/.

Available for return within two months,
A limited number of onoeborth cabins

available, Hot and cold water shower
bathe.

160th Anniversary Celebrations Time.
table Including Eaoster and Day
IIolidaya, now availablo, A nightly

soa.

will be from 1lth to 210th

April, 1038 (1nolu ivoe).
'

ook

accomnao.:dition now-l

WHARVES: Opp, Ralway, Noewcanstle,

Tel,. 1718.10. Foot of Kilngastreot, Sydney,

NTORTH COAST SN. CO, LTD.
(( Weather Permitting)Richmonl. Clarence,

Ilaolony,-Noon,Tuesday,
Byron Bay.-Oargo, noon, Wed,,

passon

gel's, 0,30 a,m, .Wed,

MIneing aer,--lO ,
n Sher. p Taoday,

Coff's Hathourl,- Woolgoelga, 10
Iln,,

Sill:lra'v,
Port laIeqllarloi,-Noona Tusldl'y
l'wreed

Ilvor, via Byron
U.Ia -Noon,

Wa

dlnecslny,
Fambuaca River.-Nean, esdho

y :

A, H1, R'OUGH, Local Mo:: ger,
,<·101. Soott.strnnt,

VOTE O'NEIL
i:

l. ABOUR
UNITY'ts

Votlg Boothe on ::Stuorday, ,,IIINIt

OES SOOI. 304, ,:and
arrangomeont will

be modn, :

W,aOLLAN alnd D
8872 Campalgn Direotors,

.
:LOST AND FOUND

:

(Thire'llnod,-1/; edohl Cocodllng llin, Odl I

-OUND, Stim of. Money. Ownor crn halov

'
sam

by desoriblug, 12 Turl'ner.sotrFto

Lonmbtol .

. n
,72

LOST0
Lndv'a

l'ooraol1 in Hunorostreoot,
]inwarl d, "

'

No, 7 HUNTERIOST, EAST;
.3750

',"Rleward, W lme o0/0 ;.DOnald

Choemlt, I'moendow, IIam, 444. 8701

LUST, Tuocday Aftornoon, Hamliton
South, Lady's Olr

omium.'

Plated
Wristlet Watchl, ltoonard 42 Reoumont.

street, IIamilton, 3784
JIHtIDE

oJe,

on ring llownrdl feturn
Bell's Store, 17

Elderlht,,
Lnmbtolh,o 701

TENDERS
(Threeo line, 2/1 per1 lOla)

WTATEjPID, Price for Layi ater

..Plpen.

21' ~Ellbaeth treot;' LIgh'i

.

..
ELECTION NOTICES ;: ''..

GLOUCESTER ELECTORATE

MIR. C. E. BENNETT,
M.L,A.,

Endorsed U.UA.P. Candidate.

Standard Bearer of U.A.P.

'
and iU.:C.P.

Parties.?

UNDERSTANDS THE ELECTORS' NEEDS.
'

IS ACTIVE AND PROGRESSIVE.
INTRODUCED SUCCESSFUL ROADS' AND

BRIDGES' SCHEME.

BROUGHT ELECTRICITY THROUGH THE ELECTORATE.

HAS HAD LIFE-LONG POLITICAL EXPERIENCE. ',
KNOWS EVERY. WISH OF THE ELECTORATE AND ITS

S

REQUIREMENTS.
R E

IS YOUNG, CAPABLE AND

EFFICIENT.

BENNETT BRINGS BENEFITS.
Show youir appreciati6n of the STEVENS-BRUXNER GOVERNMENT

anul.members'

record of achievement for the electorate by.

VOTING 1 BENNETT, `C. E.
GEO. QUINN, Campaign Director;

Dungu .

:r

.FOR LABOUR UNIfY
VOTE

BADDELEY, J.
M.

NEIL, .

Anthorilsod
v I `. Gollan, Campaign Director,

BoomnorIani-i 'CRnOb
k, S351

CESSNOCK ELECTORATE

'FINAL A.L.PI RALLIES
E]r \\\:MA I\'N i0 'WF11ESTON 7 P.M, ABERMA1iq, 7,45 P.M.; CESS

0:":,OCK, 8,30.1 ',
ako rs;

Mr4OJ., .
Bacddeley and othors,"

GRETA,.7.30 1r:'11ANXTON 8
'Speakera:

~mes, .

R,,Nicholson, W liJnao

VOTE :LABOUR 1 BADDELEY, J. M;.

(
tholo sod d J, Brown, Cnampalin

Directoro

)
9979

.
NEWOASTLE WILL KEEP ON PROGRESSING IF'.YOU

;:VOTE,E
'U

;
.U (INDEPENDENT)

,

, ,

Government Supporter..

Anthoeiaod by C. Ponlby,
lli6 Ltitsholl.at,.. Stoktol on, N.S "3705

.SAVING: OF

Success of Newcastle

Celebrations:

REPORT MADE TO' FINAL
MEETING

A 'of:.£225 was.omade on the

gdarantee fromi.Sydney.,of £3000 for ex

penses in Newdastle's share of'.the 150th

anniversary celebrations. In a few iun

stances the against loss were

exceeded by the sectional committees, but
in others a, profit was trported. A repirt
to.:thlis effect twas submitted by tie

Organiser of the celebrations (Mr. N. C.
Darkenne) at the. last ainectint of the
Council of Coitrol,l held at tihe Town Hull

yesterday.
,

.

"The'
psition is very said

Sfr. Derkenne,
"We'

have lived well

within; the incomnc. The rigid policy laid
down:st the. beginning of the

celebrations is the' cause of. tho bright position

at the end of activities.. Newcastle hIas

received benefit in publicity and in com

"merce from; thle celebrations, and the
people thavr"hnd their attention directed

to thoe amazing progress of their country
over,150 years."

.-Thoe.llayor of Newcastle (Aid. H..Fen

ton), who'presided, said that despite some

excesses of expenditure .over
the guaran

tees a substantial saving on the Govern

ment gutýtntee was made. It was a tri

buteto the organising committees of the
-various displays and functions and to the

loyal support of the citizens of Newcastle,
The President of the Historical Society

(Ald.'W. J. Goold) attended the meeting
to ask that some of the saving of £100

on tile iguhrantee
of £225 for tihe exhihi

tions be granted to the Historical Society,
the Countrvy Women's Association, tile

Tree Planting and Preservation League,
and the Philatelic Society. lie said that
without the great deal of voluntary labour

at the exhibitions the expenses would

have been much higher. The societies

should.. benefit from "the savings. Tihe

money would be used.for the benefit of

the city.
..

Thesiayor said it might not be possible

to transfer the money to thse societies.

Some sectional committees were fortunate

to make a profit, but it would be

a question for the Government to decide.

Mr. Derkenne: The exhibitions were ad

mirable and the societies deserve some

tecompeasoe,
Tir e Diocesant Registrar (Mr. A. C.

Brown) said that the C.WV.A. was almost

self-supporting, and the Philatelle Society
was not concerned with the builtling up
of a profit, Some efforts oshoul be made

to heln the Historical Society atid tihe

Tree Planting and Preservation League,
which had similar objects.

Mr. J. W. Mlann said that the His.

torical Society was really asking for a

bonne., It was not possible.

Mr. Goold's recommendation was lost.

REPORT ON ACTIVITIES.
Mir. Derkenne said ithe city should be

ptroud of the support given .to the celebra

tions. Tie Boy Scotats' 'Association heoldt

a corroboree from January 20 to 31 for
Scouts from 'ns far as the Hawkesbury
River to the Manning River. A total of

£150 was guaranteed against loss, and the

loss amounted to £100/2/3. IThe gate

takings.were dimsappointing;

The Hunter River Rifle .,Club's inter.

iational shootiag matclh from January 20
to Jaintary 30 was of value because of its

international aspect. It resulted in a loss

of approximately £80. No amount was

guaranteed from Sydney against a possible

loss.
A' total of £105 w?asispent on the fire

iories display for the
officialn o2eiug of

the celebrations on. January 2-. Tite

ilhitiination of tile city:was particularly
effective. Tie decorations of buildings
and' streets- were' itripressive. The New

South Wales band championshipe, from
February 4 to 0, resulted ill a profit of

£9 on'the guarantee of £150 provided'by
the State.

The sturf carnival on February 12 was

successlfill.. ThoeNenecastle Surf Life-savitig
Association was guaranteed against a loss
of £50, but the'deficit ('as only £37/1/7.
The friendly societies' procession and

pageant'

.exceeded-:the guarantee of £-0

Iy £13/4/.. The, sports yielded £01, but
tine incote from a hall teas, iaofficient.

The .llhistoricl,. Philatelic, CW.A., anild

Buslland,.. Exhihltions the
highlights of the celebratlon.' Large
crowds paid £150 for admission, An
amount of. £225. was. guaranteed, bnt.the

deflcittwas.only £110, nmailnga saving of

£100 on thie gutirantee.'

publicity' glveni' to Newcastlet' by
the Eucharistic Congress,; from

February'

10 to,, t0was of immense value, said Mr.
Derkenle. -The iilitary parade and Acre

Club pageant were succssful. About 200
delegates attenlded the Agricultural Bureau

conference from February 21 to 23,. The
was £50, and £43/15/ was

SiP. Derkelinn 'said that the Historical
Ball was held under, the patronage of the
Gaovornor.

Swimming ehampionslipls hold on Febru.

ary 15 and'22 were'. goarateeid to the
extent of £40, No claim was'. made on
tite guarntatee.

The "cavalcade, of progress,". held in

conjunction with the Newcastle Show',
contained six floats from Sydney. The
Newcastle float, which gained third place

in tht Sydney procession, cost 185,
which was paid from the amount of funds
raised througlh tle lobcal appeal. The
ptgeant of fash)ioni orgnulisod by.,tb Now
castle Cheerio Club; iwas well supported.

A loss of £100 resulted on the amateur

athletic carnival on March, 5, despite a

gtiarantee of £50 from, Sydney. Mr. Der
kenne said. that thfe was

good and the entertainment was first
class, but public support was disap
pointing.

An outstanding feature of the colebra.

tions was the. combined schools' week

from March 7 'to' I, 'About chil.
dren tooku part.. The sehools werer ra.

teed against acloss of £370, but no clalni

had been. Other sporting carnivals

wre o held wtithout financial guaranteoes
The Civit

Mlusitl Assooiation, prtldued
"Rigoletto"

anld
"tPauest" and 'ained

small prof It. Tise AD,BO, orehoitoral con

cert was also well recoived by the New.

castle plublic, Tileto Newcastle Dahlia So.

sluty Itehl a st ccessfiti shtow on Sicrelt

r, DUerktenn snald tlht: many
tistln.

altshod visitors were welcmoel to the
city during'f the celbrations. The Prime

ilnister. ,(Mir. J. A. Lyons) and Mirs.
Lyons were inINowcastl on Februnary

10, and at the 'official luchiaon on
oFeh.rnty'

23 gueste ineltltid tho Lord Mayor
of Syanes (Ahl. N, Nook)., .

'Au appeal to
the,

publioo f Newcastle
iehltled £0I8/18/,
In a ftnnlal report, Mir. Derounne sauid

there was a savlig of £221 on thie gtirnu

tee from Sydney of £3000.' In the cele.

brations events the uxcess over fthe
gmarante was '£257/5/11l, bet the sanvink.

on the guarlntes was £540/1/8. The total
coat of adminlstration wna £1108/18. The
aminount' voted was £1045 lonavling an exS
eecn of £n32/0/8.

Expenditure on publlaity, otwhich jnhl
od blolcks, nawpaper odvertisamonte.

rodio talks, mgalines, sighs and potters,
was £000/1i/,. The amount of the

gitatiatitonee tias gO20
Tue statement presented, b' flitsbnndR

eetlonal comrnlttoe showlou an xpendlli

t of £740/4/4, wlthe' deficit 'nf:;£141/
Ieho loss on thle. xhibitione was

£110/17/l, oftor,"£11B/1/ .n l
ena

spent, Thu.'Frlddly Sodstlee'· Commlt.
too's expondtiitum £100/11/2, leaving

a defloit of Cf9/41 an excess over

giarnntoo of 01/4/,.

Thed Insonmo, of tle Roy Scants' corroho

reo atndt
pageant was £13/I/O, and tse

ovpotltlfro u£21h/O/,. lean?iii u deficit of

£10092//,qi.Th
on the procoialon'

£53 1/
'

/8/1 : halnd'
boon

aponded
nnt,

of' ithe

gatrnnte,wtas ?8, 'coot" of- theo:liineheon to
tolesutoc

Wno,£/?3/l/.' n oxcess of' £0/8I.
on tse gtttrsinttou £00. ,.....

?noendlluren.L for,
thel"ineteulr'

nth•letic
carnhl'o otinLMnreh:':,wtiA £121/7/l11,

)10 ~rPolnt uefldloner

o Efo£ 8/;,?Ind
mnb

"

for ths'e
iawemoth

SuriT Lifo.anvli~g:
Clhtis's' enrnlval wis

£10./18/ and: oexpondtiirs £180/19/10.
lonvink.v.dofloital of..£37/1/?7.

,.

1938
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TO HE LET,
WITH IMMEDIATE POSSESSION,

ONE Thousand Acres of LAND, partly

fenced in, situated on the East Bank of

the Tamer, under Mount Direction. It has on

it, an excellent Cottage, Men's Hut, 4c, with

a Rood Garden. For particulars apply to M.

CURLING FRIEND, Esq., or Messrs. Glca

dew and Hcnty, Solicitors.
Feb. 1. 1840.

TO HE LET,
rpHAT well situated brick built Sbop and

* Dwelling House, directly opposite tlic

Commercial Exchange. It contains every re

quisite for a wholesale or retail house of 'msi

ncss, and evert convenience for the icsidcncc of

a famil). Possession can be given immediately.

Apply at the Stores or the Undesigned.
JOSEL'U SOLOMON.

January 16, 1840.
?

CELLARS TO BE LET.

rpo BE LKT, the capacious and dry
-I CELLARS under the Commercial and

Agricultural Exchange. Apply at the Oar of

I lie Exchange.

neat' family' residence.

TO nE LET, a neat Cottage in a respect
able putt of the town, rent thirty pounds

per annum. Apply at the Exchange.

TO BE LET,

rp|IE House and Premises lately occupied by
1 Mr. Easton, deceased. Apply to the Un

dci signed.
JOS. SOLOMON.

Launccston,
Nov. 1G, 1889.

HARROW INN~
'I'O BE LET with imnicdiiitc possession, tlmt

? old established property, the Harrow Inn.

The Building itself und its fituutiun arc too

veiliscmcnt. With the Inn there is upwards of

four acres of land, comprising a line garden and

substanliHlly fenced in paddocks, the whole of
which will be let to a respectable tenant at a

moderate rent.

Apply at the Stoics of the Undersigned.
JOSEPH SOLOMON.

Launccslon, August JO.

A~FARM TO BE LET Oil SOLD.

f po BE LET OR SOLD, the following
-I valuable Piopcrty, a considci able portion

of which is under the plough, with much more

capable ut but little expense of being biought

so, situate in the district of Noifolk Plains,'
aud talc In tlic possession of Mr. John Charles

Nicholson, nil those 247 Acres of LAND, si

tuate in the parish of Hreiidalbanc, bounded

on the south cast side by a liuc of 75 chains,

tearing north 45 degrees cast abutting on land

the property of J. Solomon and Richard Julio

respectively, on the norlli east by a line of 33

chains bearing north 45 degrees west abutting
on a grunt of 1000 acics to Theodore Hartley,
nil the north west by a line of 75 chains run

ning parallel with (lie oilier side, and bounded

by land the property of the laic Thomas Cnokc

Dyball, and on the south west by a line of 33

chains abutting on a grant of 100 acres to

Thomas Hamniont.
For all particulars and terms, apply (if by

letter post paid) to Mr. George IIorke, So-

licitor, St. John-street, Launtcstun.

Feb. 7, IS40.

io let,

I
BURNISHED AITARTMENTS. in a

House situate at the upper end or Charlcs

strtct, next door below Dr. Wcyinuuth'n, the

ilousc contains 6i'x rooms ana lofts, wiln detached

kitchen, or the entire house will be let to a re

spectable tenant, at a moderate rent. Apply
to Mrs. Skf.li.by, on the premises.

Feb. 15, 18+0.

TO HE LKT7,

npHE HOUSE and SHOP in Chuiles-strcct,
*-

at present occupied by Mr. Hobbart, the

Watch-maker.
Several Pnddocks in the Swamp, or from six

to twenty acres each.

Also, two FARMS, of BOO acres each, front-
ing she South Esk River, only five miles from

Launccston. Apply to

HENRY JENNINGS.

Launccston, Feb. 15, 1840.

r|-O LET for a term or three years, about
I twenty-five acres of Laud at the bottom'

or Charles-street, enquire of Mr. Goodwin, at

this Office.
Feb. 15.

rpnWAS~TWINNINGTegs~~to~draw the
«? attention or his friends and the public gc

nerally to his superior quality of Bricks of va.

rfrious dimensions, viz ?

Building Bricks.
Stock ditto.

Paving ditto.

Draining tile ditto.

Aich ditto, and

Quarries, equal to the licit English ina

Thc real Western Lime foi Sale, in any
quantities.

Sydney Stones or all dimensions upon the
most rcasonnble terms.

N.H Country ordeispunctually attended to.

Wcllingtnu-strcct, Launeestou,
10th January.

LIME.
To Builders, Tanners, and the Public in

rPHOMAS TWINNING begs leave to inti
* mate thut he has entered into contract

with owners or the stone quarries at the West

ward, to be supplied timing the season with
the very best Western Stone Lime.

The well known superiority of the above
Lime for its strength and durability, over cvciy
other Lime that ever has been found in the Co

lony, requires no comment.

Any quantities coll be supplied on application
to Tuosue Tu'innikc, Wellington-street, Laun
ceston.

MR. GEORGE FISHER

BEGSto inform the Public, tlmt lie lias been

appointed by Captain Ritchie, Agent for

the sale of Flour from the Scone Mills
;

the

quality or which he can confidently recommend.
Wharf, Launccston,

February 8, 1840.

NOTICE? The undcis'gncd, in returning

thanks for the very liberal support he has

received in his busincs* as Licensed Carter,

begs to intimate that he still continues the same,

and in addition thereto, is now ready to under

take Night Work, having providided suitable

carts for the ooccasion, he therefore icsprctfully
solicit! the public patronage.

ROBERT WELLS.

Next Door but one to the Queen's Head,
Wellington-street.

Launccston, Feb. 7, 1840.

NOTICE.

MR. H. CLAYTON proceeding to England
by the brig Adelaide, requests all claims

may be sent in to himself or to Mr. Francis

Evans. Launceston, by the 1st March next, as

he will leave directions that none are to be paid
after his departure.

Wickford, Feb. 3rd, 1840.

Medical Attendant.

ANY Medical Gcotlcnmn desirous of re

turning to England, may hear or an op

portunity of so doing by applying to Mr. H.

Clayton, Wickford, or to Mr. Francis Evans,
Launccston.

February 3rd, 1840.

NOTICE.

'['HE UNDERSIGNED, Distiict Assistant
*

Surgeon for Campbclton, having obtained

leave of absence to proceed to the coast for

six months, has much pleasure in informing his

numerous friends and the inhabitants or the
district or Campbelton, that the Lieutenant

Governor lias been pleased to appoint W. Vi

lentinr, Esq., Surgeon, to discharge the me

dical duties at Campbclton during the tempo
rary absence or the Undersigned.

The Cottage and Picmises (containing every

requisite foi a small family) together with the

twenty acres of good arable Land, now in the

occupation or the Undersigned, arc to be let,

the Cottage, with or without the Laud, Tor six

months, the Land for twelve months.

Apply to Mr. James IWmiltok. Campbclton.
DAVID STRANG, D.A.S.

Campbclton,

February 8, 1840.

NOTICE.

Principal Superintendent's Office,
24th January, 1840.

THE Principal Superintendent having re

ceived infoimation that a vessel with female

prisoncis niay be shortly expected, u-qucsts per
sons requiring servants, to be good enough to

rorward their applications, containing the des

cription of servants wanted, to tliis office lor

W. GUNN,

Principal Superintendent.

Dissolution of Partnership.
V0T1CE is hereby given, that the Partner
iH

thi| hithcito subsisting between Mungo
Sommcrvillc and Andrew Sibbald, as Millers, ut

the Cataract Mills, in Launceston, is dissolved

by mutual consent, from the dntc hereof. All

outstanding claims and debts due to and by the
said firm, will be received and paid by the said
Andrew Sibbnld, at the aforesaid Mills ? Dated
the fourth day of February. 1840.

M. SOMMERVtLLE,
A. SIDUALD,

ll'itneu— Gp.o. W. Hoiine,
Solicitor, Launccston.

Mcsxrs. Weir If Ferguson's Estate.

NOTICE
is hereby given, that a final Divi

dend of Four Pence in the Pound, will be

paid to the creditors who have proved their

dctitt on the abare citnrc, on application to

Per Pro. JOHN BAKER,} ,

JE. M'ALLAN, J'«'8««-
Tamar-strci't,

Feb. IS, 1840.

P. S Should all the Dividends not be paid
one month from this date, the amount will be

placed to the several parties' credit in the Sav

ings Bank.
JE. M'A.

NOTICE.

MR. R. WHITE, proceeding to England
by the brig Adelaide, requests nil claims

may be sent in to himself or to Mr. Francis
Evans, Launceston, by the 1st March next, as

he will leave directions that none arc to be

paid after his departure.

Launccston, February 15.

NOTICE.

\NY Person hnving lost a Ilullock of the

following description light brown with

stag horns, branded A P olT rump, K W off

thigh, can hear of the same by applying to

GEORGE PVLE.

Launccston, Feb. 8, 1S10.

Air. James Winter's Estate.

NOTICE is hereby given that a dividend of
one shilling and Tour pence in the pound

will be payable to the creditors (who have proved
their debts) at my ofli-v.

Notice is further given that it will be requi
site to produce all acceptances or notes upon
which the several creditors have proved pre
vious to the dividend being paid.

JOHN ATKINSON',
Assignee.

Feb. 12th, 1S40.

NOTICE.

I HEREBY Caution all prison* not to give
credit to the crew of the Rolimt, ns I will

not hold myself responsible for any debts they

may contract.
GEORGE BUrtRELL.

Lnunccston, Feb. 7, 1840.

Caution.
/'tAPTAIN HENNIKER. ofthc barque Ma
V- rfr-7», begs to caution all pcistins from giv
ing credit to any of his crew, as he will not be

responsible for any debts they may contract after

this notice.
WILLIAM HENNIKER.

February 8th, 1840.

Caution.

I HEREBY caution all parlies against giv
ing credit to any of tlic cicw of the barque

Lord Goderich, as 1 will not be responsible for

the same.

PETER KAY.
February Stb, 1840.

NOTICE ? The Subscription List for the

Launceston Races, lies for signature at
the Bar of the Commercial aud Agiicullural
Exchange, Launccslon.

February 1, 1S40.

WANTED,a strong active Youth, of about

IS or 1G yeais of age, as apprentice to

the Blacksmith's Trade, where work of all

description is done, and vvheic an excellent op
portunity wi!i 6c afforded of learning every
branch of the business. The lad will be taken

on trial,
and will be bound for 5 or 7 years, as

may be agreed upon.
JOHN TURNER,

Blacksmith.

Whaif.Nov. SO, 1839.

BRIDGE AT REI BEY'S FORD.

BULLOCKS TO HIRE.

\\J ANTED— Two timber carriages and four
' » teems or six bullocks each, with cails,

bows, yokes, and chains complete, Tor the pur

pose of drawing logs and ntonc for the erection

of the abovc-incutioucd Biidge. The contractor

to find drivers, and to provide food for his cattle.

Tenders will be received by the undersigned
at Somciville, near Westhury.

By the Committee.

A. B. JONES, Secretary.

Somciville, Jan. 20. IS40.

TO MILLERS.

117 ANTED, for the Siathmorc Flour Mills,
»

a Working Miller ? Application to be

made to Mr. Muiph\, at the Mills, or to

Hcnty &. Co.
Feb. 8, 1840.

ANTED, a Free or Tickct-of-lcave man,

as Practical Gaidcncr Unexceptionable
references will be required. Applv to

J. C. UNDERWOOD.

Launccston. Feb. 8.

SERVANTS WANTED.

A MAN and his wife without incunibrancr,
In ncc as Carter and House Servant, or an

elderly female us House Servant.

Apply at Ihe Chronicle Office.
Fel-.S, 1810.

ANTED—i'ive Shcplierifs and a Uul

lock Driver, to pioceed to Portland Bay.
Testimonials of character will uc rcpuircd.

Apply to Mr. JtMES Roheiitmin, Brisbane

street, or to Mr. T. W. M'Culloch, Charles

street.
Feb. 7, IS 10.

\\J ANTED, a situation as Miller, a young
»» man. fully competent in every blanch

of the business —Application to be made to Mr.

C. Gnint, Plough Inn, J.aunc«loil.

February 4th, 1840.

~AN'TED, a icspcclable and steady
FEMALE, us Housemaid, none need

apply but those who can produce testimonials of

charactci. Apply to Mrs. Thomas Williams,
Hrisbiine-strcct. I

Feb. 7. 1810.

11/ ANTED. —To piocced to Portland Hay,
!

» Three SHEPHERDS. Two BULLOCK

DRIVERS, and Two HUT KEEPERS. Ap
ply to

CONNOLLY & CO.

Feb. 7, 1S-10.

W^ANTED—A Walking Overseer. He
will be requ'red to understand, feed,

and superintend a Thrashing Mnchi-ic. Apply
to Mr. Toosey, Van Dicnieu'. Land Establish

ment, Norfolk Plains.
Feb. 22.

11/ ANTED, by the undersigned, 8 or 10
'* Men, to giub sonic new ground. Apply

to John Banctt, Black Hoisc, or Thomas

Barrett, Blackforil Hill, Pntlci son's Plains.

Launccslon, Feb. 7. 1840.

WANTED, Two Men, who understand

the management or a boat on the River.

Apply to James Rcibey, Esq., William-street.

Feb. 1, 1840.

WANTED—A WATCHMAN, at the

Union Bank or Australia.

February 1.

WANTED,a Groom who understands his

calling, and can be well recommended.
to take charge or one horse, and make himself

generally useful. Apply to

EDDIE & Co.
Launccston, Feb. 15.

WANTED, a icspcctablc WOMAN', as

Nursemaid, to whom libcial Wages will

be given ; also, a Man Cook, cither fiee or

tickct-of-lcavc, respectable references will ho
required. Apply to Mrs. Mackay, Cleghorn,
River Tiimnr.

Feb. 15, 1S40.

WANTED,to engage the «ri vices of a

Man of respectable character and

ability, to take charge of a business i;i Luun

ccslon, the most respectable references will be

required, and security to the amount of £1000.

A lihcial salarv will be given. Enquiic of Mr.
Goodwin, at his residence, in Cliarlcs-strcct.

Launceston, Feb. 15, 18(0.

WANTEU,i icspcctablc FEW ALE.cithcr
free or ticket-of-leave, to net as House

maid, nnd attend to two children. Apply to

Mrs. Mm. Pouteh, Elizabeth-sheet.
Feb. J5, JS40.

APPRENTICES WANTEI)!
'6 0 the Shipwrighting aud Boat Building

1 Husiness
? Apply to R. Scott, Wlnuf.

P HINTED COTTON'S.
OF.AUT1EUL ttjlcs in the above, including

It patterns that have been much in demand,

iuc on Sale at Victoria House, at very low

ffJI. WILLIAMSON.
Feb. 15, 1840.

To Fencers and Clcarcrs.

PARTIES willing to contract to clear and

fence from one hundred and fifty to two

hundred acres of Land, may learn particulars,
and find employment, on application to Mr.

Edward Emmctt, Corru. Linn, Patterson's
Plains.

Febiuary 14.

LAUNCESTON
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

fpHE Fourth Show of this Society will be

J- held on WEDNESDAY.thc 4th of March

next.
The following Prixa wilt be awarded.

1 irst— Lady Franklin's Prize of £fi, to the

occupier of the neatest cottigo and cottage
garden, open to all persons residing in the

neighbourhood of Lnuiic&ton.

Second— Dr. Browne's Prize of £2 2s. for the

neatest kept cottage belonging to a Ticketof
Leave person, residing as above.

Third— The Society's Prize of iS 3s., and

S3, 2s. respectively for the best and second best

kept garden, belonging to a gardener, residing
as above.

All applicants for the above prizes must send

in their names 14 days bcrorc the shew, either
to Mr. Oakdcn, or Mr. Underwood, who will
visit the cottages and gardens, and report to

the Committee.

Ncxt-His Excellency's Prize of £5 to the
individual who shall during the past year, have
best promoted the interests of Horticulture

within the northern division or the Island.

Other niizcs will be given as follows:
—

FRUITS.
for every variety of the best kinds of destcrt

aud baking apples, pears, peaches, melons,

(grown in the open air), white and black grapes,
hothouse ditto, nectarines, figs, hazel-nuts, fil

berts, walnuts, plums, dried do
, damsons, red

currants, almonds, cliesnuu, pine apples.

VEGETABLES.
Onions, parsni|is, carrots, turnips, cabbage,

potatoes, cauliflower, French beans, aitiehokcs,
and for celery.

Also, for the best samples of the following :

Colonial grape wine
Ditto wine of other fruit
Ditto cider

Ditto preserved Fruits of all kinds, viz:

Fruits, pietcrvcd without sugar
Ditto, preserved with while sugar
Ditto, with brown sugar

The specimens of the preserves to contain
not less than quarter of a pound.

Piizes will also be given for any other speci
mens, (especially seedlings) that may be ex

hibited, which may be considered worthy of a

Judges will be appointed (including two

gardeners,) and after the prizes arc marked,

gardeners will lie admitted gratuitously fur half

an hour before the opening of the shew. One

hair the seeds of any fruit or vegetables will

be returned to tlic exhibitors.
The Committee wish it to be understood, that

nil persons, whether they subscribe or not, are

invited to show for any ol the above prizes.

W. HENTV, Secretary.
Jan. 11, 1839.

Board and Loilj/iny.

MRS. IIAHVIE begs to inform persons de

sirous of obtaining respectable BOARD
AND LODGING, that Bhc has now several

rooms vacant, at those newly built and com-

mmlious Piciuh.es, at the coiner of George and

Elizabeth-street!., where every accommodation
and convenience will be afl'orikd, aud upon the
most reasonable tclllis.

Launrcston, N'.iv. 23, ISKil.

Public Caution.

WHEREASI hereby cuiiion »)1 persons
from giving credit t» my wife Jane

Fallows, U'llO |ih- H.tlKfJOUli'l.'ll ill) Ml flic, Uti I Will
noL lie tinsivcrnljli; fur auv delil^ slic nmy coil

tract.

GEORGE FELLOWS.
Witncss—WiLLlAM Allen.

Campbell Town,
February 17, 1840.

TnE HAGLEY ESTATE.

TO LI T I-OR A TERM OF SIX
YEARS,

Situate near JVrstlmry.
'PHIS ESTATE consists of 308 acres of ex-

* ccllcnt Land, nearly 100 of which are in

a high state of cultivation. There is a good
House and suitable out buildings erected
thcieon

— Rent 10s. pec acre. Ajiply to Dr.

M'trcry, Haglcy, or

E. E. BOLGER, Auctioneer,

Brisbanc--lreet, Launceston.
Feb. 22, 1840.

THlTilEV. W. L. GIBBON,

HAVING succcded in obtaining a suitable
residence (that at present occupied by the

Rev. Mr. Dowling, on the Windmill Hill,)
begs to intimate, that he will be ready to re

ceive Pupils on Wednesday Apiil 1st. In the
meantime, he requests the attention of parents
to the accompanying prospectus of his terms.

Fchiuaiy 22, 1S40.

MAURITIUS Sl;(JAR.
?TnllE Caigo of the ' Mumfard,' from the

1 Isle of France, consisting of a superior as

sortment oi Sugars adapted for Groccis and
Private Families.

Rum, in puncheons und hhds.

C,,ir rope
Patua table Rice of superior quality

Gunny hags
Mnccaioni, &c.
Vermicelli.

HENTY & Co.

Launceston, Feb. '.

'l'aunceston 1iaces71u4o7
Guntlkmen

ore part icularly requested us a

favor not to diivc namd the Race Course
until after the ensuing Itaces, on account of the

loosening ot Ihc enitb, and thereby raising dust,
to the danger of the jm-kics.

Hi/ nr'ler of the Stewards.

February 15, lb:40.

Mr. William Jlairson's Estate.

ALL Persons having claims upon the above

Htutc, arc requesscd to send in the same

with as little delay as possible, otherwise they
uill fortcit the amount due to them, on a final

settlement Inking place.
JOHN ATKINSON, Ai^ent.

JTbll
SILK— 200 tons of supciior HAY,

particulars of which may be known by ap
plying to

E. E. BOLGER, Auctioneer.

Launccston,
Feb. £2, 1810.

iTEA'iv^4bo'bushcls~or' good 'clean
storoablc WI1EAT. Apply to

E. E. BOLGER.

Ex ' FLEETWOOD,'
Juki Landed.

A N extensive variety of IRONMONGERY,
' V all selected for this market. Also, 100 tons

well -assorted IRON, consisting of hoop, sheet,

nail-iod, bar and bolt, at reduced prices.
J. 4 T. CORUETT.

Brisbane-street, Febiuary 8, 1840.

, Ex Lord Goderich.

THE Undersigned (m« j'Jst received by the

above vessel a large quantity of userul ar

ticles,
to which he invites the attention or the

Public.
JOHN CAMERON.

Launccston, Feb. 8.

hie. of France Suaar.

ON SALE, by the Undersigned, 30 tons or
MAURITIUS SUGAR, of good quality

RICHARD L. ORR.

Gcorgc.street, Feu. 7, 1840.

^^OR
SALE, by the undcrsigncj, a Tew

pipes and hair hogsheads superior CAPE

WINE.

CHARLES SUISTED.
Feb. 8, 1840.

FOR SALE,

AN Unlocated Remission Order, lor 100
acics or LAND, for particular, apply to

SIR. BRENAN,
Conveyancer.

Launceston, Feb.
1, 1840.

F~~OR
SALE, r.om 2 to 300 2nd and 3id

cross Leicester Ewes and Lambs, in lots of
from 50 to 100, to suit purchasers; also, 4 pure
Leicester Hams, bred by E. Curr, Esq., I two

year-old Trojan, and one yearling ditto Bull,

out or pure Devon Cows purchased from E.

Bryant, Esq., aud 1 pure Devon Bull from the

same slock.
Apply to P. Footk, Coulstock, Dclorainc.

January 25, 1840.

Fine Palna Rice.

FORSALE, line Table Rice; also, a few

Gunny Bags.
Apply to F. Palmer, at the Stores of Mi.

James Down, Biisbanc-strcct.

Launcc&ton, Feb. 15.

EWES AND LAMBS FOR SALE.

Qfifl YOUNG EWES AND LAMBS,
OlfU fi,,c in llcccc. Enquire of

BUTTON i WADDELL,
Launceston Bicwen.

FOR SALE,

AT the G/fl«?ou. Wine and Spirit YaulU,
curnei* uf Ci Gorge and Cttmci'oii-M.rccU, ex

last ai rival:—
100 casks Bass's XXX Burton Ale. ,.

ALSO,
Wanted, a person capable of taking charge

of tho Wholesale Wine and Spnit trade. Ap
ply personally to the Undersigned.

JOSIAS M'ALLAN.

Launceston. Feb. 15.

U N LOCATED LAND.

FOR SALE by Private Contract, an Ull
locatcd Older for 5S0 Acres uf Und. IT

not sold shortly it ivill be offered for sale by
Public Auction ? Apply to

J. C. UNDERWOOD.

Launceston, Feb. 15.

VALUAHLE PUOl'KKTV.

For Sale by I'rirote Contract,

\LL those Valuable PREMISE'S, situate

lying and being in Charles and Fiederick
streets, Lnunccslon. bounded in the front by
Cbarlcs-strcet 212 f.-el 8 inches, nnil Fjcderick
strcct 272 feet 8 inches. There is a genteel
Cottufjc Residence on the premises, coiit&imriir
four rooms, detached kitclifii, stoiOiiniiKC, and

p'acucn, containing (lie choicest select ion uf
fruit trees in the Colony, at present in the oc-

cupation of a respectable tenant. The terms
of sale will be liberal, am] pall of the purchase
money may remain secured on the property, for
such term of years as may be agreed upon,
bearing Bank interest. Foi further paiticulars,
apply to Mr. Donald M'Kcnzic, Perth, or to

MR. BRENAN,

Feb. 15, 1S40.

I
'HE undersigned have on Sp e, by the Lord

Goderich, a new rashintmblc Town built

TILBURY, with patent axles

A new fashionable Town built CA It

BRITSKA, with patent uxIcf, German
shultcis. ic.

A new fashionable best Town liuilt

PHOTOS', (large size) with German
si. utters, patent axles. &c.

And one set Single and two sets Dou
dli: Harness.

CONNOLLY 4 CO.
Feb. 7, 1S40.

For Sale hy Prirate Contract.

EIGHT Hundred Acres, situate in the
county of Lincoln, close to the Township

of Marlljorough ; bounded on the East and
West by two Rivers, and well watcicd in other

respects. The land is well adapted for Cattle,
Sheep, or Agricultural purposes.

Application to be made to Mr. B. Francis,
where a plun of the piopcrty and adjoining es

tates muy he seen

Teh me 10 per cent, ensh deposit; tlic ic

nminil.r by bills, nt S.
G, U, 12, 15, 18, 21.

and 24 months, with lien on the properly till

paid ; the four last bills to bear bank interest.

Coiinui'ffioil, 2.J per cent.
WILLIAAI KELHAM.

Fcbruajy 22.

FOB SALE liY P til r AT E^OK TRACT.

ONE Entire Colt, Ijrnnrk, 3 on', stands 17

hands, out of a pure imported Clydesdale
mare, by Tom Thumb.

One Draught Fillcy, 3 oft', out of a pure
Flemish marc, by Tom Thumb.

One 5-year-old fillcy, by Bolivar, broke in

for the saddle. Applv to

J. C. UNDERWOOD.
Launccston,

February 22.

TO BE SOLD UY PRIVATE CONTRACT,
OEVERAL useful Horses, both for saddle
^ and harness

;
also several young Fillies

and Colts
— Apply to Theodore Davics, Esq.,

Norfolk Plains.
Feb. i. 1840.

JUST PUBLISHED

J. C ROSS,
OF LONDON,

X lillCE

TWO-SHEET MAP,
or

Van JNmm's EanV,
BY THE LATE

GEORGF FRANKLAND.ESQ.,
With large Plant of

II O » A It T TOWN,
AND

Launccston Attached.
000

Price, in Sheets, 20s. Cash.
ooo

To be had at Launccston, by applying ai the
Commercial and Agricultural Exchange.

Feb. 15, 1840.

PERTH I-IOTEU

I^HE UNDERSIGNED, respectfully begs
1 to return thanks Io his Friends and the

Public in general, for Iheir support duiini; the
time he kept the Gardeners' Lodge, at Laun
eestou

; and having obtained a license for the
above Hotel, at Perth, be trusts that, by unre

mitting attention to the comforts and conve

nience of his house, to met it a continuance of
their favours.

('/ CHOICE WINES AND SPIRITS OF EVERY

UESCIUPTION.

Comfortable Accommodation for Travellers,

OS UElSOKAtltE TEHMS.

EDWARD BROWN.

Eiccllent SUbling for horses, and convenient

Coach House, for the accommodation of tra

vcllcis, nith an expeiicnced Ostler ill attend
ance, for miny yeais in the scivicc or the Van
Dicmcn's Laud Company.

Wanted, for ihc above Establishment, a good
Cook. Also, a Housemuid. A reference will
be required, und liberal wages given.

E. 0.
Febiuary 15.

SPIRITS, WINES, &c.

VR. WJI. MILNE, laic of the Union
?» i Tavern, Gcoigc-stiect.licgs leave most is.

spcclflly to inform his friends and the public I

in general, that he has commenced business in

Ihc Wholesale Wine and Spirit Trade, in his

new Premises, Georgc-strcct, where those who

may have the kindness to favour him with Ilicii

orders, will be supplied with every article in

the trade, of the very best quality, and on the

Mr. M'tloiijT experience in tlic business, will,
he presumes, be a guaiiautcc for his judgement
in selecting bis stock.

Orders from the Country punctually at
tended to.

I.aunccston, Feb. IS, IS40.

Mr. Frederick James's Lstatc.

\LL persons huvitig claims upon the said

Estate, arc requested t,. furnish the same

with ,,s little delay ns pus-ihlc, to the under

signed, otherwise they will be dcpiivcd of any
benefit, on a final settlement taking place.

JOHN ATKINSON.

Agent.

Gcorgc-strcct, Feb. 15, 1840.

NEW ZEALAND PINE.

FRANCIS SPENCER, begs to call the at

lenti in of the public of Launccston, and
the surrounding country, to his large and well
selected stock of TIMBER, on sale at his

Yards, in Vork-sliect, and more pailicularly
to the cargo of Pine, now landing per lloltna,
direct from Hokianga. considered to be the
finest sample of Timber every imported.

Feb. 7, 184(f

To Builders, ifc, ^-c.

rpiIE Ihuichwarder.s of St. John's invite
* lenders for the repairs, plastering, 4c, of

the Uwer anil steeple of the Church.
PaiticuUis to be ohUiucd ut Mr. Johk CiM

euon's. Biisbane-tiect.

Launceston,

Kchiuar) S, IS 10.

£5 /tenant.

\\rHEREASon the 14th instant one bale
»» of Wool, marked Ul. 1., was stolen

rrom my cart near to Mr. Jones1 public-house.
Tris is to give notice, that the above icuard

will be paid on conviction of the offender or

offenders, and £2 for any information that may
lead to the recovery ol the Wool.

JOHN WEDGE.

Jan. 25. 1840.
?

Lost,

AN Ordir on the Commercial Rank's Branch,
I.auncc-ton, dated Avm-a, 'JSrd January,

IK40. drawn by A. Gardiner, Esq., A.I'. M.,

in favor of and payable to lilack, (amp
belton, orbciner.'pio. i. 4.

('buries Crocker's accptance to John Svmc pro.
11 15s., (balance unpaid) £'? I7s. Gil. dated

Avnca, 22nd Nov., IS8!1. it two months, pay
u.'.le nt the Commercial Uanh's Brunch, Camp
belton.

And some pa pel's of no use to any but to whom

they belong.
Although payment and ncgotialion of the

above aie slopped, to save tr.i-jlilc. a suitable

reward will lie paid, on thcii delivery to Mr.

Byrnn, Luuncuton, or the C. D.
i..', Can.p

bcllon..
Avorn. Feb. I, 1840.

Strayed,

FROMMrs. Kent's Fnrni, Pattersons Pl»ira=.

a dark Gicy Ponoy. with a bridle nnd

saddle ; any person returning the same will be

rewarded for their trouble.
Feb. IS, 1S40,

CASHto Lend, upon good security. Apply
to the Executors of the laic Mr. Field.

Jan. 25, 1840.

CABINET FURNITURE
AND

Uplwlstcry Ware Rooms.

TO FlIIILlBi FmiNISIIINC.

PERKINS,
BENNETT &. Co. respectfully

invite Ladies and Gentlemen to an inspec
tion or their Stock of Furniture, just leceived
by the Jjord Goderich, direct from London,
uiiiiufocturcd from the newest and most fash

ionable designs, of the best workmanship, and
warranted to be made of thoroughly seasoned

materials, comprising every kind of Furniture,
pcalculated Tor any description of house, from
the cottage to the mansion ; every article

having arrived in the best condition, will pre
sent, the largest and decidedly the cheapest
Stock in the Colony.

Launceston,

February 8th, 1840.

To Parents and Gvardians.

S YOUNG. Tin Plate Worker, Brazier. 4c,
? is desirous of obtaining an active youth as

?n Appicnlicc to tin- above Business. He would
n all respects lie treated as one of the family.

mil at thesumc time, as every opportunity would
jc ,,rr,mlerl him of acquiring an useful trade,
iavc cveiy attention paid both to his comforts

and morals. A premium expected, but not (un
der particular circumstances) indispensably re

For full particulars apply (if by letter, post
paid) to the Undersigned, at his residence, in,

Chailes-sticet, Lanucc&ton.
S. YOUNG.

February^, 184S.

TO CAPITALISTS.

THE FRANKLIN HOTEL,
OATLANDS.

'pIIE above Substantial STONE HOUSE,
?B togetbei iv it h all the superior detached

Buildings necessary fur domestic purposes, with

first -i ale stall stabling for thiity horses, and

every other convenience fur carrying on a first
lute INN for Families and Travelleis, on the

main road, in the flourishing Township of Oat

lands, is 'Hired by its piesent Proprietor for
Sale by Private Contract. ?

The extensive Accommodations at the

FRANKLIN HOTEL,
arc so will known to Travellers and Visitors, as

to requite no coiiimcut
;

and the present in an

opportunity for the Investment of Capital wllicll

nrcly occurs in tliis Colony.
For |,articulais, apply to Mr. Judah Solomon,

Hoburt IWn.

Jaiiuniy2S, 1S40.

IF
John Tiidiilow docs not take away the

sundry articles of wearing apparel left ill

my clmige, they will be sold 21 days after
this date, for board und lodgings.

MARTHA BOON.

I^uuccnon, Feb. 7, IS40.

A YOL'NG MAN of respectability, who has
/* hud maiir years experience in the Colonies,

und can produce the highcu testimonials &c,
wishes to engage nilh a Gentleman, to supei in-
tend u general stuck establishment, in the in

Applicution to be made to Mr. W. Cozens,
Chem.-l, ic.. Launccston.

I-b. 1. 1840.

COMMERCIAL AND AC K I CULTURAL

EXCHANGE,
CUARLE6-STREET, LAONCEglON.

THIS INSTITUTION, for the concentra

tion of Meicantilc Intelligence, and for
the transaction of business generally, is found

fully to answer the puiposcs for which it was

established.
'? The Commercial and Agricultural Ex

change,' comprises a capacious room, fitted

up with appropriate accommodation for general
rcKoit. or particular appointment for the sale
bt auction of valuable lauded aud shipping pro
perty, or foi public meetings; in addition to

ivlucll, several rooms arc furnished for the

convenience of parties on special or private bu

Tlie diffusion of Shipping Intelligence, is from
its importance, the primal y object in the ar

rangement of this Institution. Arrivals and

departures aie entered in a book kept for the

purpose, for public reference, and notices of

ships lu)ing on the berth for foreign poitsare
icgulaily and carefully exhibited. This ar

rangement is bencflciul, particularly to passen
gers and shippers.

llv the Shipowner, the Merchant, the Agri
culluiist.and the Public at large, is tlic im

portance uf Ibis Institution appreciated, af

fording, as il does, the utmost facility for the

Tlic newspapers and other periodicals, as far as

they can be procured, from all part* or the

world, arc regulaily filed, and foim a focus of

intelligence hithcito without existence in this

It is theicfoie scarcely necessary to observe,
that everv dais of pcisons. in any way interest
ed with commercial pursuits, will participate in

the benefits derivable from the Exchange, con

ducted, as it is, upon an extensive and libe
ral plan.

Suhrrriptim Tiro Cuineas per annum.

IT lloursof business from lOtnS in the Win
tcr months, and from Sin fi in the Summer.

( OPPEH-PLhTE pRINTlNtJ

EXECUTED with neatness and dispatch, at
the Office of this Paper.

BOOKBINDING,

IN
all its branches, perfoimcd at the Office of

-h« I»P«.

COPPER PLATE KNGRAVING.

PARTIES
requiring woik performed in the

hIiovc business, may receive early uttcntinn
to thciroidcrs upon application at the office

of this paper.

THE GOVERNMENT GAZETTE.

COPIES of the Government Gacelte, and
Acts or Council, may be had at the Office

of this paper.
Subscripton ISs. per quarter, payable in »8

VHIICC.

August 10, 16S9.

18811840

Fig. 4 Visual differences in example articles in 1840, 1881, and 1938.

3.2.1 Statistical Machine Translation (SMT) based Model

Afli et al (2016) showed that SMT is effective for OCR correction in historical doc-
uments. Therefore, we employ a SMT model for OCR correction. Let X = {xi|i =
1, . . . ,M} and Y = {yj |j = 1, . . . , N} denote original OCRed text and corrected
text, where xi and yj denote characters and M and N are the number of characters.
SMT finds Ŷ that maximizes the following joint probability:

Ŷ = argmaxY

∑
a

P (X,a | Y )P (Y ),

where a is the character-level alignment between X and Y . P (Y ) is the language
model probability, defined as:

P (Y ) =

N∏
j=1

P (yj | y1:j−1),

where N is the character numbers in Y .

3.2.2 Neural Machine Translation (NMT) based Model

Mokhtar et al (2018) showed that the character-level sequence-to-sequence model
proposed by Chung et al (2016) outperforms a SMT-based OCR error correction
model for modern documents. Therefore, we apply NMT as one of our NN-based
OCR error correction models. The model we use is a RNN-based character-level
sequence-to-sequence model. We train the model with X and Y pairs. Firstly, we
obtain the encoder’s hidden states henc = hM for the last character xM by:

henc = RNNenc(xM ,hM−1),

where hM−1 is the hidden state vector at time step M − 1.
For inference, we compute the decoder’s hidden state hj for character yj at time

step j by]

hj = RNNdec(yj−1,hj−1),
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p o 6 l i c

p 0 b 1 1 c

p u b 1 i o

[BOS]

Encoder

p u b l i c [EOS]

Decoder

Attention

Attention

Attention

Average
Pooling

Encoder

Encoder

Fig. 5 Overview of the pretrained OCR error correction model by Dong and Smith (2018).

where hj−1 is the hidden state for the previous generated character yj−1, and the
decoder’s hidden state is initialized by henc. The corrected text Ŷ is given by maxi-
mizing the following probability:

P (Y | X) =

N∏
j=1

P (yj | X, y1:j−1)

=

N∏
j=1

softmax(φ(hj)),

where the summation is computed over all possible characters and special tokens
(i.e., [BOS] and [EOS]) , and φ is an activation function.

3.2.3 Semi-Supervised Model

We also adopt a NN-based semi-supervised model for OCR error correction. The
model is based on a model pretrained with a large-scale OCRed text corpus from
another domain. We further fine-tune on our OCR error correction dataset in order to
be specific to the “public meeting” domain. Moreover, we propose to apply reranking
to the model to correct the error correction of proper nouns in a sentence.

Pretrained Model (Pre) Although we only have a small amount of annotated data for
OCR error correction in a specific domain, multiple candidates of text obtained using
different OCR techniques may be available in other domains.5 Therefore, we use the
unsupervised model by Dong and Smith (2018) to correct OCR errors, where multiple
OCR candidates are used for training. Figure 5 shows an overview of the model by
Dong and Smith (2018). LetX = {Xl | l = 1, . . . , L} denote a set of original OCRed

5 Unfortunately, multiple OCR candidates are unavailable for our “public meeting” domain, and thus
we used a corpus from a different domain in our experiment.
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text of the same sentence by different OCR techniques. These lines of text are fed into
the respective encoders (with shared parameters). Character-level attention weights,
computed based on the decoder’s j-th hidden state gj , are multiplied to the hidden
states of each encoder. Formally, let hli denote encoder l’s hidden state for Xl’s i-th
character xli, and gj−1 the decoder’s hidden state for j − 1-th character. The context
vector cjl from encoder l for the decoder’s j-th character is given by:

αjli = softmax(f(gj−1,hli)),

cjl =

Ml∑
i=1

αjlihli,

where f is a fully-connected layer and Ml is the number of characters in Xl. The
context vectors from all encoder layers are then average pooled as:

cj =

L∑
l=1

1

L
cjl.

For the decoder’s j-th output yj , we compute the probability by:

g′j = tanh(Wc[cj ,gj ] + bc),

P (yj | y1:j−1, X) = softmax(Wsg
′
j + bs), (1)

where [·, ·] denotes concatenation; Wc, bc, Ws, and bs are parameters to be trained.
Based on Eq. (1), we can define the sentence generation probability given the original
OCRed text X as:

P (Y ) =

N∏
j=1

P (yj | y1:j−1,X ),

where N is the number of output characters.

Fine-Tuning (FT) The domain of the pretrained model is different from our “pub-
lic meeting” dataset, which is a specific topic in Australian newspapers. Therefore,
there are differences in wording and grammars. Moreover, historical documents can
be more different over time. To alleviate this problem, we propose to fine-tune the
pretrained model to adapt to the “public meeting” domain. Although the model is
trained in an unsupervised manner, we fine-tune it in a supervised manner because
we do have the original OCRed text and its corrected text. For this, we remove aver-
age pooling and train it with X and Y pairs on our dataset.

Reranking (RR)

Language Model Score. Our pretrained model corrects OCRed text in the character
unit and does not consider fluency defined in the word unit. Therefore, we pro-
pose to rerank top-k6 outputs obtained from beam search based on a language

6 We used top-128 in our experiments.
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model to improve the fluency. Because our dataset is too small to train a good
language model, we use the pretrained GPT model7 (Radford and Narasimhan,
2018), which is a large-scale language model for natural language generation re-
leased by OpenAI. We denote the probability of the t-th word given the sequence
of words w1:t−1 obtained from GPT by Pgpt(wt | w1:t−1). Using Pgpt, we define
rlm indicating the fluency of the sentence based on GPT as:

rlm =

T∏
t=1

Pgpt(wt | w1:t−1),

where T is the number of words.
Dictionary Match Score. Proper nouns are one of the most important factors for his-

torical document analysis. Therefore, we further propose to use a proper noun
dictionary dedicated for the domain to rerank. Let S denote the sequence of words
in the corrected text, D the set of proper nouns that can appear in the articles. We
define a dictionary match score by

rdict =
∑
d∈D

δ(d ∈ S) len(d)
len(S)

,

where δ(d ∈ S) is 1 if d ∈ S and 0 otherwise, and len(·) gives the length of the
sequence in characters. rdict yields 1 when all words in S are proper nouns in D.

Optimization over Reranking Score Parameters. We define the reranking score for Y
by:

R(Y ) = αP (Y ) + βrlm + γrdict,

whereα, β, and γ are weights to determine the contribution of respective terms.α,
β, and γ are tuned with Bayesian optimization (Snoek et al, 2012) on a validation
set to minimize WER.

4 Corpus Construction

The overview of our proposed corpus construction method is shown in Figure 6.
Because the OCRed text provided by Trove lacks the rule line information in the
advertisement pages, it is difficult to extract only “public meeting” articles accurately.
Therefore, we propose a method to address this problem by detecting rule lines from
the image. We first identify the rule lines in advertisement images, and then trim
the rule lines to extract images for articles. Next, we apply OCR to the extracted
article images to extract text for the articles. We further apply OCR error correction
to OCRed text. Finally, we filter the articles with a query phrase and thus extract only
the target articles that we are interested in.

7 https://openai.com/blog/language-unsupervised/

https://openai.com/blog/language-unsupervised/
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Fig. 6 Overview of the corpus construction method (We start from advertisement images containing the
keyword “public meeting” obtained from Trove. Small columns in articles are shown as blue lines in the
“trimming” sub-figure, and OCR errors are shown in blue fonts in the “OCR” sub-figure).

4.1 Trimming

We use OpenCV8 for identifying the rule lines in advertisement images and trim-
ming. Firstly, we binarize the advertisement images using the method proposed by
Otsu (1979). The binarization method transfers grayscale images to white-black im-
ages by calculating the threshold that maximizes the separation degree from the his-
togram of picture element numbers. Next, we apply the contour tracking processing
algorithm of (Suzuki and Abe, 1985) to extract the contours from the binarized im-
ages. In order to identify the contours, this algorithm calculates the boundary of the
binarized images and sequentially detects the pixels that are the contour counter-
clockwise. Areas with a height above a threshold and a width below a threshold are
identified as a column, and areas with a width above a threshold and a height below a
threshold are identified as an article split in the advertisement image. The thresholds
are tuned manually. After that, we can finally trim the article images accordingly.

There are small columns in articles as the blue lines shown in the sub-figure “trim-
ming” of Figure 6. To deal with this, we propose the following method to determine
the vertically split column. Firstly, we trim the column with the x coordinate (hori-
zontal direction) value. We then compare the minimum and maximum y coordinate
(vertical direction) values with the advertisement coordinate value. If the difference
is above a predefined threshold, we determine it as a small column and do not use it
for trimming.

4.2 OCR

OCR is generally performed following the procedures of character delimiter recogni-
tion, size normalization, feature extraction, and classification. Google open-sources
the OCR method Tesseract (Smith, 2007), which achieves 98.4% and 97.4% on news-
paper articles in character and word level, respectively. However, after comparing the

8 https://opencv.org/

https://opencv.org/
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OCR accuracy of Google Drive9 to Tesseract, we find that Google Drive works bet-
ter. Therefore, we use the OCR function of Google Drive for extracting text from the
article images.

4.3 OCR Error Correction

Because the OCRed text has errors (as shown in blue fonts in the sub-figure “OCR”
of Figure 6), we apply OCR error correction (see Section 3) to the OCRed text. We
use the SMT model for OCR error correction as it shows the best performance in our
experiments (see Section 6.1). Note that this differs from our previous work (Tanaka
et al, 2020) where we did not integrate OCR error correction. In addition, words can
be separated into two continuous lines by hyphens, and our OCR error correction
model can also address this issue.

4.4 Filtering

We filter the OCRed articles that are not our target with a query phrase, leaving the
target articles to be extracted. In order to allow the error of character recognition
by OCR, we define similarities in character level. We use the Python difflib module
SequenceMatcher10 for calculating similarities. In SequenceMatcher, the similarities
between a character string pair is defined as:

Similarity =
2.0 ∗M
T

, (2)

where M is the number of matched characters and T is the sum of character numbers
in the character string pair.

We get word n-grams from the articles according to the number of words in the
query character string. We then calculate the similarity between the n-gram and query
character string, and take the articles with the highest similarity above a threshold as
the target article. The threshold is tuned on a validation set, which shows the highest
F -score.

5 Experimental Settings

5.1 OCR Error Correction

SMT We used the phrase based SMT (PBSMT) toolkit Moses (Koehn et al, 2007).11

We trained a 5-gram language model12 on the target side of the training data using the

9 https://onlizer.com/google_drive/tesseract_ocr
10 https://docs.python.jp/3/library/difflib.html
11 http://www.statmt.org/moses/
12 5-grams language models have been used by default in SMT and we followed that for the OCR error

correction task following (Chu et al, 2015).

https://onlizer.com/google_drive/tesseract_ocr
https://docs.python.jp/3/library/difflib.html
http://www.statmt.org/moses/
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KenLM toolkit13 with interpolated Kneser-Ney discounting. For word alignment, we
used the GIZA++ toolkit.14 Tuning was performed by minimum error rate training
(Och, 2003).

NMT We used the Open-NMT tookit15 (Klein et al, 2017) and trained the model on
our dataset. We set the dimensions of the word embedding and the RNN hidden unit
to 128 and 512, respectively. The batch size was set to 16. The AdaGrad (Duchi et al,
2011) optimizer with a learning rate of 0.15 was used for optimization. We used the
model with the lowest validation perplexity for testing, and set the beam size to 4.

Semi-Supervised Model We used the implementation from (Dong and Smith, 2018)16

for pretraining the OCR error correction model. We used gated recurrent unit (GRU)
(Cho et al, 2014) as RNN layers in the model, and set the dimensions of the GRU
hidden unit to 512. The batch size was set to 128. The cross-entropy loss was used
for the loss function, and the Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2015) optimizer with a learn-
ing rate of 3e − 4 was used for optimization. We trained the pretrained model on
the Richmond Daily Dispatch (RDD) newspaper corpus.17 RDD is a dataset in the
American newspaper domain. RDD contains 1, 384 issues (2.2M lines) from 1860
to 1865. As RDD does not have multiple OCRed text by different OCR techniques,
following (Dong and Smith, 2018) we retrieved 3 similar lines of text from other is-
sues in RDD. We applied the text reuse approach (Smith et al, 2014; Wilkerson et al,
2015) to retrieve similar lines. To be specific, we created an inverted index of word
5-gram hashes and extract all lines from different issues. When fine-tuning, we used
the pretrained model with the lowest perplexity in the RDD validation data for ini-
tializing the model. We used the model with the lowest perplexity in our validation
data for testing, and the beam size was set to 128. We collected person and place
names from the Australian Dictionary of Biography,18 Australia Post,19 and Ghostly
Gazetteer of Australia20 for calculating the dictionary match score. As a result, we
collected 13, 127 person names and 6, 071 place names.

Evaluation Metrics We used WER and CER to evaluate comparison models’ perfor-
mance. In addition to WER and CER, we used a domain-dictionary based evaluation
metric mdic. mdic is calculated as:

mdic =
count(Uh ∩ Ur)

count(Ur)

where Uh is the words in the domain-dictionary included in generated text, Ur is the
words in the domain-dictionary included in reference text, and count is a function
that counts the number of words appeared in text.

13 https://github.com/kpu/kenlm/
14 http://code.google.com/p/giza-pp
15 http://opennmt.net/
16 https://github.com/Doreenruirui/ACL2018_Multi_Input_OCR
17 http://dlxs.richmond.edu/d/ddr/
18 http://adb.anu.edu.au/
19 https://auspost.com.au/
20 http://www.let.osaka-u.ac.jp/seiyousi/Ghost-Gazetteer/index.htm

https://github.com/kpu/kenlm/
http://code.google.com/p/giza-pp
http://opennmt.net/
https://github.com/Doreenruirui/ACL2018_Multi_Input_OCR
http://dlxs.richmond.edu/d/ddr/
http://adb.anu.edu.au/
https://auspost.com.au/
http://www.let.osaka-u.ac.jp/seiyousi/Ghost-Gazetteer/index.htm
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Fig. 7 Line number distribution of the ground-truth article data.

5.2 Corpus Construction

5.2.1 Data

We manually created the ground-truth data for “public meeting” articles in adver-
tisement pages, in order to evaluate the accuracy of article extraction. As OpenCV
cannot handle PDF files, we converted the PDF data of “public meeting” advertise-
ment pages to PNG with ImageMagick.21

In our experiments, we manually extracted 307 articles about “public meeting”
in advertisement pages spanning from 1838 to 1954, and split them into 149 and
158 articles for validation and testing, respectively. Figure 7 shows the line number
distribution of the ground-truth data used for our evaluation. We can see that most
ground-truth articles contain less than 60 lines, but there are also exceptions.

5.2.2 Comparison

We compared the following methods in our experiments:

– Baseline: We compared a baseline method, which is based on text features to
identify articles from OCR error corrected text.22 The baseline method extracts
features from the beginning and ending sentences of articles for article identifica-
tion. The features are as follows:

– Beginning sentence: Take 2 sentences before the sentence that contains “pub-
lic meeting.”

21 https://www.imagemagick.org/
22 Note that here, we applied our SMT OCR correction model to the OCRed text provided by Trove.

Therefore, this baseline can be treated as an improved version on how good we can get “public meeting”
articles from the advertisement pages using the functions provided by Trove.

https://www.imagemagick.org/
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– Ending sentence: We first apply named entity recognition using the Stanford
parser.23 Then we take the sentence containing LOCATION, DATE, PERSON
tags, but the following sentence that does not contain these tags as the ending
sentence.

– Baseline w/o Correction: Apply the Baseline feature extraction method directly
on the OCRed text provided by the Trove website.

– Proposed: This is our proposed method presented in Section 4.
– Proposed w/o Correction (Tanaka et al, 2020): This is our proposed method

presented in Section 4, but does not apply OCR error correction, i.e., our previous
method (Tanaka et al, 2020).

– Baseline+Proposed: Use Proposed for articles that the Baseline fail to extract.24

Baseline fails to extract articles when the ending sentence corresponding to the
beginning sentence is not found.

– Baseline+Proposed w/o Correction (Tanaka et al, 2020): Use Proposed w/o
correction for articles that the Baseline w/o Correction fail to extract. This is
another method used in our previous work (Tanaka et al, 2020).

5.2.3 Parameter Tuning

To tune the thresholds for the rule line and small column identification described in
Section 4.1, we used the advertisement data spanning in one month and determined
the thresholds empirically. For the threshold used for filtering as described in Section
4.4, we tuned it on the validation data and chose the one achieving the highest F-
score. We tuned the threshold from 0 to 1 with an increment of 0.05, and it turned out
that 0.8 was the best and thus we used the threshold of 0.8 for filtering.

5.2.4 Evaluation Methods

In our experiments, we conducted an article level evaluation to check if the articles
were successfully extracted. In addition, we also conducted a line level evaluation to
verify the accuracy for article extraction. These two evaluation methods are described
as follows:

Article level evaluation method
We calculated the similarity following Equation (2) between the sentences con-
taining the keyword “public meeting” in the extracted article and ground-truth
article, respectively. Note that for methods with OCR error correction, we cal-
culated the similarity on ground-truth articles after OCR error correction; while
for methods without OCR error correction, we used the ground-truth articles with
OCRed text to calculate the similarity. If the similarity is higher than a threshold
then the extraction is evaluated as success, otherwise it is failure. The threshold
was empirically determined to be 0.6. Then we calculated the precision, recall,
and F-score for the baseline and proposed methods.

23 https://nlp.stanford.edu/software/lex-parser.shtml
24 As advertisement pages in our data contain the key phrase “public meeting,” there must be target

articles to be extracted. If no articles are extracted by Baseline from a advertisement page, we treat it as a
failure.

https://nlp.stanford.edu/software/lex-parser.shtml
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WER (%) CER (%) mdic(%)

OCRed 26.57 9.68 80.64

SMT 3.14 0.61 99.19

NMT 18.4 8.72 84.68

Pre (Dong and Smith, 2018) 22.70 8.79 86.29

Ours: Pre+FT 14.07 5.53 88.71
Ours: Pre+RR 22.67 8.84 87.10
Ours: Pre+FT+RR 14.16 5.56 89.11

Table 2 Results of OCR error correction on our dataset described in Section 3.1.

Line level evaluation method
We compared the beginning and ending lines of the extracted articles to the
ground-truth articles to investigate the difference. Then we calculated the ratio
of excess and deficiency lines between the extracted and ground-truth articles.

6 Results

6.1 OCR Error Correction

Table 2 shows the evaluation OCR error correction results on our dataset described
in Section 3.1. Ours: Pre+FT, Ours: Pre+RR, and Ours: Pre+FT+RR denote three
different combinations of pretraining (Pre), fine-tuning (FT), and reranking (RR) of
our proposals for the semi-supervised NN-based model. We can see all models show
better performance compared to the OCRed text, and SMT achieves the best scores
for all metrics. Zoph et al (2016) showed that in low-resource MT, SMT outperforms
NMT. We think that the same phenomenon occurs in our OCR error correction experi-
ments. Comparing the semi-supervised NN-based models, Ours: Pre+FT achieves the
best scores for both WER and CER. Ours: Pre+FT also achieves better scores than
NMT in both WER and CER, indicating that error correction can be more accurate by
fine-tuning on our dataset after pre-training on the open domain dataset, compared to
directly training on our dataset with NMT. Therefore, in the case of domain-specific
OCR error correction, it is better to create a small amount of data and train SMT,
or fine-tune the model pretrained on OCRed only datasets with NMT for compari-
son. In the domain-dictionary based metrics mdic, Ours: Pre+FT+RR gives the best
score among the NN-based models. Therefore, reranking is effective for OCR error
correction for domain-specific proper nouns.

Table 3 shows some OCR error correction examples of SMT and Ours: Pre+FT+RR.
The first example shows that SMT can correct serious errors in the OCRed text. On
the other hand Ours: Pre+FT+RR cannot correct them. Therefore, it can be seen that
SMT is robust against terrible errors. The second example shows that both SMT
and Ours: Pre+FT+RR can correct a word in the domain-dictionary. The red words
in Table 3 indicate the word in the domain-dictionary. Although SMT does not use a
domain-dictionary, SMT can correct the proper noun “Federal.” We can see that SMT
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OCRed SMT Pre+FT+RR References

1 June 30, 1851.’$E
flAILY TEfcE-
GRAWT

June 30,
1851.DAILY TELE-
GRAPH

WALLY
TEKEGRAW.

June 30, 1851.
DAILY TELE-
GRAPH

2 the’F&Ieral Bill.
Ladies iiivrfE?3.-..

the Federal Bill.
Ladies invited

the Federal Bill.
Ladies invessed

the Federal Bill.
Ladies invited

3 NOYVETHj.of
Osborne Flat, near
Y’ackan-

NOWETH, of Os-
borne Flat, near
Yackan

NOWVETRY of
Osborne Flat, near
Yackan-

NOWETH, of Os-
borne Flat, near
Yackan-

4 etreet ; Mr Duncan’s,
Georgt-jireeL; or at

street, Mr Duncan’s,
George-street, or at

street; Mr Duncan’s,
Georgia, or at

street; Mr Duncan’s,
George-street; or at

Table 3 Examples of SMT and Pre+FT+RR. The red word indicates the word in the domain-dictionary.
The blue word indicates the word which SMT mistook to correct.

is also robust against domain-specific words. 31.2% of SMT mistakes are cases that
do not include symbols in the generated sentences, as shown in the third example.
12.6% of SMT mistakes are cases that generate a symbol different from the reference
as shown in the fourth example. However, we think that these errors will not signifi-
cantly affect document extraction and analysis. We recalculated WER ignoring these
symbol-based errors, and SMT achieved a 1.51% WER.

6.2 Corpus Construction

6.2.1 Article Level Evaluation

Table 4 shows the results for article level evaluation. We can see that Baseline+Propo-
sed has the highest F-score among all methods. This is because Proposed correctly
extracts “public meeting” articles, which are failed to be extracted in Baseline. How-
ever, Baseline has a higher F-score than Proposed. The reason for this is that Baseline
uses the feature of a sentence that includes “public meeting” when getting the first
lines of the article, and thus the sentence used for article level evaluation is extracted.
However, there are still many failures in the extraction of Baseline. This is because
firstly there can be multiple “public meeting” articles in an advertisement image,
secondly there are OCR errors about the keyword “public meeting.” Also, Proposed
has a low precision. This is because the extracted article by Proposed is OCRed by
Google Drive, but the ground-truth article is OCRed by Trove. This difference causes
the similarity between extracted articles by Proposed and ground-truth articles to be
lower, which decreases the precision. After combining Proposed with the Baseline,
the article extraction results are improved significantly.

As for the effect of OCR error correction for article extraction, all the methods
with OCR error correction show higher F-scores than the methods without OCR error
correction. The improvements are 2.6%, 2.5%, and 1.7% F-scores for Baseline, Pro-
posed, and Baseline+Proposed, respectively. Therefore, we can conclude that OCR
error correction is very effective for our corpus construction task.
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Method Precision Recall F-score

Baseline w/o Correction 76.1 56.3 64.7
Baseline 71.1 63.9 67.3
Proposed w/o Correction (Tanaka et al, 2020) 59.4 51.9 55.4
Proposed 61.9 54.4 57.9
Baseline+Proposed w/o Correction (Tanaka et al, 2020) 53.1 91.1 67.1
Baseline+Proposed 54.2 93.7 68.7

Table 4 Article extraction evaluation results in article level.

Fig. 8 Line level evaluation results (beginning line). Fig. 9 Line level evaluation results (ending line).

Fig. 10 Line level evaluation results for Baseline w/o
Correction and Baseline (beginning line).

Fig. 11 Line level evaluation results for Baseline w/o
Correction and Baseline (ending line).

6.2.2 Line Level Evaluation

Figures 8 and 9 show the line level evaluation results for the beginning and ending
lines, respectively. The horizontal axis represents the gap ratio of the number of the
excess and deficiency lines against the entire number of lines in an article. The ver-
tical axis represents the number of articles. We can see that on both the beginning
and ending lines, Proposed extracted significantly more articles without excess and
deficiency than Baseline. In addition, for the case of articles without excess and de-
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Fig. 12 Line level evaluation results for Proposed
w/o Correction and Proposed (beginning line).

Fig. 13 Line level evaluation results for Proposed
w/o Correction and Proposed (ending line).

Fig. 14 Line level evaluation results between
Baseline+Proposed w/o Correction and Base-
line+Proposed (beginning line).

Fig. 15 Line level evaluation results between
Baseline+Proposed w/o Correction and Base-
line+Proposed (ending line).

ficiency in both the beginning and ending lines, Baseline only successfully extracted
13 (8.2%) articles but Proposed extracted 38 (24.1%) articles. Therefore, we can
say that the proposed method that uses visual features to identify the article split, is
more effective for extracting articles with specific topics. In the beginning line, Base-
line+Proposed extracted more articles without excess and deficiency than Baseline.
This is because Baseline+Proposed includes articles that could not be extracted by
Baseline but could be extracted by Proposed. In the ending line, Baseline+Proposed
is also helpful for preventing extracting articles with large error gap ratios compared
to Baseline and Baseline+Proposed.

Figures 10 and 11 show the line level evaluation results in the beginning and
ending lines for Baseline w/o Correction and Baseline. We can see that in the be-
ginning line, OCR error correction is effective for extraction, but it is not effective
in the ending line. We analyzed and found the reason for this was that OCR error
correction incorrectly replaced proper nouns with other words, making them not be-
ing proper nouns anymore. Because we use named entities as the features for the
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before correction after correction

usual Publie Meetide of usual Public Meetide of

# PUILIO MEETING of #PUILIOMEETING of

Table 5 Examples of success to extract and failure to extract due to OCR error correction.

ending line identification in the baseline method, the incorrect replacement of proper
nouns affect the results. For the case of articles without excess and deficiency in both
the beginning and ending lines, Baseline w/o Correction extracted 9 (5.7%) articles.
As such, Baseline can extract more than Baseline w/o Correction without excess or
deficiency.

Figures 12 and 13 show the line level evaluation results in the beginning and end-
ing lines for Proposed w/o Correction and Proposed. We can see that in both of the
beginning and ending lines, OCR error correction is effective for extraction. The rea-
son for this is that before applying OCR error correction it is difficult to align lines
for evaluation due to differences in the OCR systems, i.e., Google Drive is used for
Proposed, but Trove OCR is used for ground-truth articles; applying OCR error cor-
rection makes it easier to align lines for evaluation. For the case of articles without
excess and deficiency in both the beginning and ending lines, Proposed w/o Correc-
tion extracted 24 (15.2%) articles. Therefore, OCR error correction is also effective
for line level accuracy improvement for Proposed. Figures 14 and 15 show the line
level evaluation results in the beginning and ending lines for Baseline+Proposed w/o
Correction and Baseline+Proposed. We can see that it significantly improves both
the beginning and ending line results. The reason for this is the boost from both the
Baseline and Proposed by OCR error correction.

6.2.3 Discussion

Table 5 (upper) shows an example where Proposed succeeds to extract an article be-
cause of OCR error correction. Before OCR error correction, an OCR error “publie
meetide” exists, and extraction fails. By applying OCR error correction, “publie” is
corrected to “public”, making extraction successful. 3.8% of the articles are success-
fully extracted after OCR error correction.

On the other hand, Table 5 (bottom) shows an example where Proposed fails to
extract the article after OCR error correction. Before OCR error correction, an OCR
error “PUILIO MEETING” exists, but the similarity with “public meeting” is high.
However, by applying OCR error correction, it is corrected as “#PUILIOMEETING”,
so the similarity with “public meeting” becomes low, and thus extraction fails. 1.3%
of the articles are failed to be extracted due to OCR error correction mistakes.

Articles that fail to be extracted by Baseline+Proposed are the ones that do not
match the features used in Baseline or are cut across columns by trimming. Figure
16 (left) shows examples that Baseline+Proposed failed to extract due to trimming
mistakes. The phrase “public meeting” is cut off by unexpected trimming. The unex-
pected trimming is due to the horizontal line on the left. Therefore, the phrase “public
meeting” could not be detected in the filtering process. Figure 16 (right) shows an ex-
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Advocate (Melbourne, Vic. : 1868 - 1954), Wednesday 2 January 1946, page 6

National Library of Australia http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article172224931

r v Your New World
D e a f n e s s I of sound...

Make Appointments now

and book for Stocks to

arrive.

All Tests by
LATEIT AUDIOMETER

MAICO
The Latest Aid to arrive in Australia.

Convenient to carry—inconspicuous—
NATURAL TONE—Excellent for Lectures,

Church and Public Meetings.

L.NOEDL,Room 324, T.& G.Biddings
Telepho n e : C e ntrol 951

Fig. 16 Examples of failed extraction by Baseline+Proposed due to trimming mistakes. The red rectangle
indicates where “public meeting” is written. The lightly colored part indicates the part cut out by trimming.

Fig. 17 Statistics on the number of articles per year. Fig. 18 Statistics on the average of lines per year.

ample that Baseline+Proposed extracted an extra article. Extra extraction is caused by
the failure to detect the horizontal line in the middle. 6.3% of the articles are failed to
be extracted due to such reasons. Therefore, we believe that the accuracy of extraction
can be further improved by improving the trimming accuracy of Proposed.

6.3 Statistics of the Constructed Corpus

We first searched the keyword “public meeting” in advisement pages using the search
function in Trove to get all the 407, 756 advisement pages in PDF. After that, we
applied our corpus construction method, and extracted “public meeting” articles in
the advisement pages from 1804 to 1954. In the constructed corpus, the total number
of articles is 305, 821, and the total number of lines is 2, 181, 869, the total number of
vocabulary is 2, 496, 765. Note that the number of “public meeting” articles are less
than the entire number (which is around 1.7M results) that we can get from Trove
via searching the keyword “public meeting.” This is because our targeted articles are
only the ones in the advertisement pages, but not in all newspaper pages. Figure 17
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shows statistics on the number of articles per year in the constructed corpus. We can
see that “public meeting” articles begin to be published actively from 1840, and the
number of articles reaches the maximum from 1860 to 1880, and gradually decreases
from 1880 to 1960. Figure 18 shows statistics on the average of lines per year in
the constructed corpus. Until 1860, the constructed corpus has many articles with a
large number of lines; on the other hand, since 1860, it has many articles with a small
number of lines. This is because newer articles tend to write only the information
they want to convey.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, firstly, we constructed an OCR error correction dataset for the “pub-
lic meeting” articles in the advertisement pages of Australian historical newspapers
in order to adapt an OCR correction method to that domain. We proposed fine-
tuning, and reranking with language models and dictionary match scores for the semi-
supervised NN-based OCR error correction model, which improved WER and CER
by 8.54% and 3.23%, respectively. As a result of comparing statistical and NN-based
models on our OCR error correction dataset, SMT achieved 3.14% WER and 0.61%
CER. Moreover, 99.2% of domain-specific proper nouns in the references could be
corrected accurately. Secondly, we constructed a corpus of “public meeting” articles
via image processing, OCR, OCR error correction, and filtering. Experiments con-
ducted on the advertisement data from Trove indicated that the proposed method can
successfully extract 93.7% of the targeted articles and 24.1% of the extracted articles
are without excess and deficiency. In addition, our proposed method improved 1.7%
F-score by applying OCR error correction comparing to previous work.

As future work, we plan to conduct automatic analysis of the constructed “pub-
lic meeting” corpus by identifying the participants, times, places, and purposes of
“public meetings” in a historical span.
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